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DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES:

1961-1997

A world
mourns
Car crash claims life of
Diana, Princess of Wales
The Associated Press

Allocialrd Pirii photo
Diana, Princess of Wales, allows an unidentified young girl to sit on her knee during a reception at the
Saukat Khaum Memorial Cancer Hospital in Cahonei, Pakistan, in May. Diana was killed late Saturday
shortly after a car crash in Paris.

Position open in
campus police
□ Search commitee reviews applications for
campus safety director.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

The University police are
without a leader, at least, for
now.
With former director Roger
Dennerll assisting the University
In their efforts to receive full accreditation as a law enforcement
agency, campus officials are
looking for his replacement.
According to Les Stemberg,
dean of education and allied
professions, over 30 applicants
applied for the campus safety director position. He said the
search committee is in the process of reviewing each application
"Right now we're completing
background checks," Stemberg

said. "We hope to contact the applicants to set up interviews
within the next few weeks."
Stemberg said the requirements for the position include a
bachelor of arts degree in criminal justice or law enforcement.
He said the applicants are also
required to have experience in
supervisory or managerial positions.
The applicants, Stemberg said,
must be certified law enforcement officers as well as possess "excellent" communication
skills.
"We are looking for someone
who has a strong philosophy In
community policing," Stemberg
said.
According to Barbara Waddell,
University public information
officer, she hopes the new director will continue to focus on students.
Waddell said she is confident
• See DIRECTOR, page four.

LONDON - For Princess
Diana, who aspired to be "a
queen in people's hearts," the
genuine grief so evident among
ordinary British people may be
her truest epitaph.
The woman who had almost
everything held out her hand to
those who had far less. They took
hold of it and gave her loyalty
and sympathy In return.
"As a friend she was steadfast
and loyal," said Rosa Monckton,
who vacationed in Greece with
Diana this summer. "She did
everything from the heart. Her
heart ruled her head which is
why, I think, she was so often
misunderstood."
Diana's death Sunday at 36, in a
Paris car crash with the man who
had given her a month of obvious
happiness, was a shocking loss to
her country. Millions in other
countries who had formed a deep
attachment to this very personal
public figure shared Britain's
grief.
Diana was a shy and awkward
nursery school teacher barely
out of her teens when she married Prince Charles in 1981. She
grew into a woman of grace and
elegance in a relentless international spotlight.
From the roller-skating popmusic fan who unsettled the staid

■ The driver of the car — which
was traveling at up to 100 mph
before the crash - reportedly had
a blood-alcohol content well over
the legal limit in France. Story
and graphic, page five.
■ Prince William, heir-apparent
to the British throne and Diana's
first son, must deal with his hatred of the media after French
photographers inadvertently
played a role in the cause of the
crash. Story, page five.

denizens of Buckingham Palace,
Diana grew into a determined
adult, a matchless fund-raiser
and a force to be reckoned with.
Diana traveled widely for her
causes, often with dramatic flair
She not only spoke up for AIDS
patients, but held their hands.
Campaigning against land mines,
she strapped on armor and
walked gingerly through a minefield in Angola
After her years of unhappy
marriage to Prince Charles and a
sensational divorce a year ago,
many people were happy to see
Diana laughing and embracing
Dodi Fayed, son of an Egyptian
millionaire, on summer cruises
in the Mediterranean.
I See DIANA, page five.

Diana
Princess of
Wales

E3 1961-1997
Chronology of a royal Ufo
July 1,1961
Lady Diana Frances Spencer is bom,
the daughter of 8th Earl Spencer.
July 29,1981
Diana marries Prince Charles,
the heir to the British throne
June 21,1982
Prince William Arthur Philip Louis is bom
Sept. 15,1984
Prince Henry Charles Afcert David is bom
June 15,1992
Attempts suicide alter learning of Prince
Charles' affair with Camilla Parker Bowles
DM.

9,1992

Diana and Prince Charles separate
Dae. 1995
Prince Charles agrees to divorce Diana
at the request of Queen Elizabeth II
Fab. 28.1996
Diana agrees to divorai
Aug. 28,1996
Final decree ol divorce
Aug. 31,1997
Diana is killed in Paris automobile
accident. Her companion, Dodi Fayed
is also killed.

History

BG Newi Pkoto by Tod McCioak*,
Sunday marked the first-ever home contest for Bowling Green's
women's soccer team. Pictured are: (l-r) team captains Krista
Shamblin and Emily Graham, athletic director Ron Zwierlein,

former men's soccer coach Mickey Cochrane, head coach Tom
Piccirillo and assistant coach Julie Reule. Complete coverage of the
first weekend for many Falcon sports begins on page eight
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BGSU: Just another brick in the wall?
Pi rhaps the aspect of Unlver sity life I enjoy most Is that I
never know exactly what I'm
going to hear from those who
surround me. Granted, each
day brings more of the same
from within the confines of
BGSU classrooms. It Is outside
our lecture halls that I find the
unusual Inspirations for my
writings.
Let's face it. Originality isn't
exactly as rewarded inside the
classes of this University as it
should be. Now. I'm sure some
members of the BGSU faculty
take umbrage to that statement,
as well they should. There are
a select few professors who
actually dare to create innovative syllabi, but they're as
common as an uncontamlnated
water supply In Wood County.
Students hear more often about
teachers they should avoid than
about instructors who are
worth seeking.
Now maybe some faculty are
wondering. "Do my classes lack

Hall.
Perhaps it's time to stock up
on ginseng and review your
teaching methods if you discover
students repeatedly cut your
class to make music with
Pringles cans outside of the
University Union.
Who is to blame for these
insomnia-curing classes? Everybody. Students need to realize
they deserve more than repetitious lectures. In fact. It's sad
that any professor at the unlver sity level chooses to spend all
their classes lecturing.
Recent studies have Illustrated
that children in the grades K-8
retain only 5% of the information
given to them in a lecture. Peer
evaluations and other interactive
measures had the highest
retention rates, with the amount
of information retained being well
over 70%.
I understand that college
students should be able to retain
more from a lecture than elementary school students, but strict

TOM DENK
originality?" Well, here's some
clues to let these teachers know
that their classes aren't exactly a
rush.
You might be boring if your
students are falling asleep In
your first, second or third days
of class. Also, your classes might
be duller than all hell If students
are reading my column Instead
of listening to you.
It's time to go back to
caffienated coffee if you spent
days preparing a syllabus that
tells of two mid-term examinations, three quizzes and 25
lectures, with a note saying the
term paper Is due the day of the
final.
If students don't ever show up
for your office hours, it's not
because you explained everything clearly In class, but rather
because your personality Is as
exciting as the design of East

lecture i cmalns ,i weak i ducalional tool. Next time teacher
evaluations are distributed,
think before you hand It In
after barely looking at it.
Are professors and graduate
students Just as much to
blame for uncreatlve classes? I
understand that graduate
students are pretty much
thrown Into the fire and that
they have their own classes to
worry about. But. If our
graduate students did their
undergraduate studies under
boring fossils pawned off as
BGSU faculty, then how can we
expect them to do better than
their predecessors?
That means our administration and tenured staff needs a
shot of vitality, and fast. A little
change might be exactly what
the University needs if we are
to advance into becoming, as
Dr. Ribeau said, the "premier
learning community In Ohio
and one of the best in the
nation."

By the way. don't be too
ambitious Dr. Ribeau. Realistically, our University Isn't going to
be confused with California
Institute of Technology or
Princeton anytime soon, but that
statement should have insulted
every person affiliated with this
University. If the University's
most Influential person keeps
lowering the bar. telling us we
can't be the best, sooner than
later the rest of our faculty will
believe it and accept it. then
justify their mediocrity with that
very excuse.
So, where to find originality on
campus? Look to the person
sitting next to you. I don't consider dressing all in dark clothing
and painting your fingernails
black to be a sign of originality
anymore. Maybe that was saying
something back when Pretty Hate
Machine by Nine Inch Nails came
out. but not anymore.
But I need to remind myself,
what seems creative, original,
fresh and exciting to me might

not be to the person sitting next
to me in the computer lab.
I'll spend more time considering a crazy idea than a mainstream one. One day some
friends and 1 spent a few hours
discussing the best way to
survive a free fall Into the ocean
from a thousand feet in the air.
Amazingly, this discussion
seemed very practical to me this
summer when I saw the movie
Air Force One. The point being,
people are often most Inspired
by the oddest things.
Regardless, how would you
rather learn about the effects of
gravity: Through my example or
through some boggled physics
equation?
Indeed, a little originality can
be a rare and dangerous thing.

Tom Denk is the Tuesday columnist
for the News. Questions, comments and
empty Pringles cans can be sent to
tomdenk@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210

EDITORIAL-

Art helps Bowling Green thinkers
Olscamp Hall has been pleasantly changed forever by the
installation of the "Bowling Green Thinker" sculptures.
The artwork Is loud and intriguing, especially the "Recumbent
Thinker", which faces Ridge Street behind Olscamp. It's a huge
shiny mass that almost hurts one's eyes in the sun. The sculpture
demands attention Instead of being just a casual part of the campus
landscape. Without looking out of place, the flattened thinker adds a
new dimension and personality to Olscamp Hall.
The sculpture on the second floor lounge, an old television with
a miniature model of Rodin's "The Thinker" and a book on top.
makes the artist's (Richard Roth) tone obvious, and sheds some light
on the uneasy position of the "Recumbent Thinker." Roth depicts
this age as a tough time to think. Reflection, reading, and other
traditional venues of thinking are losing to television and other
forces. In the "Recumbent Thinker". Roth's strange manipulation of
Rodin's Thinker makes the contemplating roan seem to be sinking, or
at least less powerful on his back.
We are Impressed that the University has chosen serious art
whose theme Is relatable to our learning community. Perhaps the
sculpture's view of technology even contradicts Olscamp Hall's
emphasis on state-of-the-art technology. The artwork raises the
question of technology's effect on how we think and learn.
Even though students may disagree about the visual quality of
the new artwork, its presence is inevitably a good thing for campus.
Art adds life to campus, as well as serving to provoke thought in an
often sterile outside environment. And the "Bowling Green Thinker"
was purchased with only a mandated one percent of state allocations
for Olscamp Hall. But why stop at the bare minimum?

Princess Diana's death a provocative tragedy
People die every day. Few of
these dead people are held In
enough social esteem to send
strangers Into reflection. Of
course. It depends on how you
die. Tired and creatively drained
old celebrities can pass with
little spectacle. Creative young
celebrities can die (even violently) with only brief television
eulogies. Ordinary people die
with less than a photograph on
the obituary page of a local
newspaper.
The neighbor of a friend of
mine died the same day as
Princess Diana. That friend was
struck by the force of media
sympathy with Princess Diana.
1 assumed that he was talking
about the emotional attachment
and sympathy that people
expressed towards Diana, who
was most likely a stranger
known only by what she
displayed to the media, was
greater than what people feel
towards people they actually
Interact with.
Maybe the entire world of
media consumers was on vigil
the night of princess Diana's

death, glued to the television,
thinking sympathetic thoughts
for one of the most famous
women in the world. Like a
practical Joke gone wrong, the
world's obsession with the
private life of a single human
being ends, at least symbolically,
with the butt of the Joke being
killed. Now everyone with an
Interest In Diana's private life, or
a playful interest In the ferocious paparazzi. Is handed the
guilt for her death. Like any
other product, people bought
enough of Diana's privacy to
make It an Insanely profitable
enterprise. But don't feel too
guilty.
The television news and the
newspapers which emulate their
style are careful to stay morose
and tasteful about Diana's
death. But the accusations
against the paparazzi were the
clear message of most of the
commentary. The media Is
| us tillable hoping to distance
Itself from tabloid reporters and
celebrity harassers. The tendency to blame the "media" for
things usually goes without

distinctions, and It Is silly to
throw the New York Times In with
the National Enquirer. At least
one Is seeking legitimacy. The
National Enquirer hopes only to
suck readers In with filth.
Does tabloid Journalism stop
now that It learns of the human
consequences of its behavior?
We'd all hope so. There should be
some protection against products, like tabloids, which only
destroy things. Tabloids are
nothing. If not that. A class
action lawsuit over time wasted
peering Into the flawed lives of
celebrities should follow a
criminal trial for Diana's death.
The photographers offered to
sell photographs of Diana
trapped lifeless Inside of the
crashed automobile for over
$300,000. It Is no gracious act
that the tabloids wont buy those
pictures. To do so would be a bit
excessive, especially for the
Institution that Is responsible In
one way or another for her death.
It's ironic, of course, that
many people did not care much
for the Princess before her death
took over the madia. I personally

didn't see many pictures of her
until she died. I had to digest
two decades of Diana's history
before I decided if her death was
meaningful. The sheer attention
her death Is being paid by every
Imaginable media Is reason
alone to know that It means
something.
Is there something about her
as a person that makes her
special? Is it Just the ability of
the media (as a generic term for
the technology that makes a
celebrity's face more familiar
than a neighbor's) to give such
Importance to person who
realistically Is just a rich
woman? Has she earned
America's obsession?
Perhaps she was an Interesting person, marrying Into a
family that once had the divine
right to rule a kingdom and all
that. She was at least capable of
emotions, which people of such
prestige are thought to not be.
I'm glad she tried to be a
humanitarian, but I'm sad that
It's a big deal that she was. In
fact, standards for royalty are
quite low, you'd think with all

TONY CAVALLARIO
that money ...
I think Its depressing that
people doubted the approachablllty of people with AIDS before
Diana's handshake. But at least
she wasn't content with her life as
royalty, living as a stuffed doll or
a fairy tale character that could
only fall. Of course, we should
have a lot more sympathy for
people who live In poverty.
But her life does teach us
something about the power of
glamour and money. If America
could have a Princess. It would be
someone like Diana, whose
inheritance of royalty and outrageous wealth conflicts our most
cherished values. A rags-to-rtches
Icon could not be a princess. A
Princess Is special because she
can only move down on the social
scale until she becomes human.
My lasting Impression of the
death of the Princess Is, however,
disconnected from my sympathy
for her as a person. The loss of
human life is always sad. regardless of whether It was caused by

tabloid hounds or drunk drivers,
and regardless of whether the
person was a humanitarian or
an Icon of an expired monarchy.
It was a violent and cruel death
as well.
But It was people's reaction to
It that gives It Its Importance for
the future. If her life was a
fantasy that we regretfully
Intruded on to the point of her
death, should we be content
feeling guilty and blaming
tabloids?
There is a lot more to learn
from death and its aftershocks
as it unfolds on satellite television to millions of people.
Peeling back the decades of
layers of non-reality that have
made Princess Diana the media
Icon she will forever be. there is
a real person who Is probably far
from the person being eulogized
in every news outlet today. This
Is both the magic and. more
importantly, the danger.
Tony Cavallario is the Opinion
Editor of the News. Comments can be
sent to tonycav9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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The best use of The BG News fa to prop
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look al what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"What is your reaction to the
death of Diana, Princess of
Wales?"

Tuesday, 9/2/97
PUSH AMERICA (10 am2 pm)
Pedestrian Mall. This i~ .1 charity
event sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi.

Phi Beta Sigma Fund
Raiser (1 pm - 3 pm)
Education Building Steps.

Wednesday, 9/3/97
Julie Donatone
Sophomore
Elementary Education

Jim Rowland
Freshman
Business

Brad Chambers
Freshman
Physcial Therapy

Chris Finkbeiner
Freshman
Undecided

"I feel terrible that such
an awful thing could
happen to such a
lovely woman."

"It's a real tragedy she was a very fine
woman."

"You don't think it can
happen to somebody
with all that money."

"If the driver was alive,
they should convict
him with life imprisonment."

Michael Rathburn
Freshman
Business Administration
"I think it's wrong how
the paparazzi chase
people on motorcycles."

Tuesday, Sept. 2
AccuWeathcr forecast for daytime conditions and high Icmperalures
MICH

Pedestrian Mall. This is a charity
event sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi.

Phi Beta Sigma Fund
Raiser (1 pm - 3 pm)
Education Building Steps.

Beginning Karate (6 pm 7:3u pn>) 6
Golf Room, Rec Center. Introduction to the nature of karate as an art,
sport and a method of self-defense.
Meets Monday and Wednesday thru
Oct. 20. Fee. For information/
registration, call Continuing Education, 419/372-8181.

TODAY'S

OHIO Weather

PUSH AMERICA (10 am 2 pm)

QUOTE OF
THE DAY

Intermediate Karate (6 pm 7:30 pm)

"She did everything from her
heart. Her heart ruled her head
which is why, I think, she was
so often misunderstood."

Golf Room, Rec Center. Continue
karate training with more advanced
techniques. Meets Mon. and Wed.
thru Oct. 13. Fee. For information,
call Continuing Education, 419/3728181.

Women's Soccer at Dayton
(7:30 pm)

Rosa Monckton

Dayton, Ohio. BCSU's first
regular-season night match

friend of Diana, Princess of Wales

Advanced Karate (7:30 pm 9:30 pm)

THUMBS UP
■ To Diana, Princess of Wales, for living her life to the
fullest. She did not allow the heavy expectations of the
world to dampen her outlook on life. She was, for sure, a
breath of fresh air for the stuffy inhabitants of
Buckingham Palace - whether they still considered her a
part of the family or not.

Showers T-storms Ram

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pi. Cloudy Cloudy

Today
Fair early, with more clouds and thunderstorms
moving in. High: 85. Low: 60.

■ To the French photographers who were supposedly
chasing down "the story" which ultimately led to the
death of Diana, Princess of Wales.
■ To those that lump these photographers in with other
journalists. Those that were involved in Diana's crash
were little more than tabloid trash in search of money; real
photojournalists shoot for the sake of news. Photojournalists deserve the respect of the public.

Wednesday
Rain. High: 70. Low: 57.

PACE THREE is intended <i- tm irreverent look at the University. We al The BG News consider ft an offbeat page where we
■ r something for everybody. Opinion! expressed herein art solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, AND HOUSES
401 South Enterprise #C
109 North Main #H
114 1/2 South Main St. #3, 9
117 North Main #4, 5,6
134 North Main St. #4
13180 Maple St., Weston #5
221 South Summit
134 East Wooster #B

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
843 Sixth #7
31 Stonegate Circle
326 N. Findlay, Portage: Brand New

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
127 South Main Street #F

NEWI9VE
Rentals

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

PUSH AMERICA (10 am 10 pm)

Antonio Daniels Day (11:30
am)
Paul J. Olscamp Hall. The city of

THUMBS DOWN
TODAY'S

Thursday, 9/4/97
Grass area south of Eppler. This is
a charity event sponsored by Pi
Kappa Phi.

■ To women's soccer at the University. Welcome to the
athletic family.

Via Associated Press GraprticsNet

WEATHER

Golf Room, Rec. Center. Learn
karate skills including weapons
training, in the advanced level. Meets
Mon. and Wed. thru Oct. 13. Fee.
For information/ registration, call
Continuing Education, 419/372-8181

Bowling Green and BGSU honor BG
basketball star and first round NBA
draft choice Antonio Daniels and
wish him well on his way to
Vancouver. Also, congratulatory
luncheon/awarding of MAC
championship rings to the men's
basketball team. $7 admission, call
the Falcon Club for tickets. (372-7062)

The calender of events is a sennce of The
BG News for the community. The
listings are pulled from the University
web page.

BGSU ICE ARENA

FILM DEVELOPING

Public Skating Schedule

DOUBLE
PRINTS

Wed.,Fri. & Sat. 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM
BGSU Students (w/I.D.;
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

ANY

SIZE

31" Double Prints

ROLL

4" Double Prints

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private
rentals.

public skating will not be available
when the varsity hockey team is at
home.
CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

From C-41 process color print roll film al time of developing

University foe tittle 5tWp
D 00 KSTO TG

effective 8/27/97 to 9/13/97
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STATE

Ohio schools
making switch
to semesters

Riverfest

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Ohio colleges
and universities are behind the
rest of the nation in switching to
a semester system.
Schools In the state are almost
evenly split between those with
academic calendars based on
quarters and those based on semesters. Semesters are heavily
favored nationally, and the
switch to semesters is becoming
more common.
The University of Toledo will
become the latest Ohio school to
make the change, which it committed to more than two years
ago. The university had to overhaul its curriculum and rework
everything from students' records to workers' contracts.
Administrators who proposed
the switch met considerable
skepticism from faculty and students, said Charles Creutz, a biology professor who helped with
the calendar conversion.
Creutz said many professors
saw the 10-week quarterly term
as just enough time to present a
subject, but others wanted to
teach five more weeks.
"Certainly, when it started
here, the faculty preferred quarters," he said. "But I guess most
of us were saying.'OK, let's see
how it works.'"
This year, 72 Ohio schools are
semester-based while 68 hold
classes quarterly. Last year,
those numbers were reversed.
In the middle of this century,
Ohio State University and many
other large schools switched to a
calendar based on three, 10-week

"The reason we are
switching is because
the rest of the world
is on semesters."

A

the new director will continue to
work toward breaking down the
barriers between the police and
students.
"We hope the new director continues to focus and broaden
community policing efforts,"
Waddell said.
Sternberg said Ohio experi-

4L

. Gertrude Scott
Cleveland State spokeswoman

i --

In the past year, both Ohio
University and the University of
Cincinnati decided to stay with
quarters. Officials at OU said the
Athens school simply found no
good reason to change from
quarterly classes.
As transfer students become
more common, however, a semester calendar becomes more
attractive, said Gertrude Scott,
spokeswoman for Cleveland
State University, which is
switching to semesters next
year.
"The reason we are switching
is because the rest of the world is
on semesters," Ms. Scott said.
"We need to facilitate students
who want to transfer to Cleveland State from other universities, or to other universities from
Cleveland State."

ence in university policing was
recommended but not required.
Sternberg said they expect to
announce a new director within
the next few months.
"We're anticipating to announce the finalists for the position by the end of September,"
Sternberg said.

' ^J
f^

|

I-.."-

quarters, plus a summer term.
University officials said the
system allowed students to take
more courses and explore a more
diverse course of study. Semesters are said to offer more indepth instruction with their
IS-week terms.

DIRECTOR
Continued from page one.
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Fireworks explode above Riverfest over the weekend in Cincinnati. The festival drew nearly 500,000 people.

State schools ask for tax hike
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Leaders of
Ohio's colleges and universities,
worried that their state aid could
be cut, plan to lobby lawmakers
to pass a tax increase to fund
primary and secondary education.
They are concerned that their
funding could be diverted to
other schools as lawmakers, facing a March 1998 deadline, try to
find a new way to pay for secondary education.
In March, the Ohio Supreme
Court ruled that Ohio's current
method of funding schools o which relies on property taxes
- was unconstitutional.

The university presidents ex- crease that Gov. George Voinopect to meet Sept. 10 to plan their vich had proposed to fund prilobbying strategy. College ad- mary and secondary schools.
Higher education's concern is
ministrators said a loss of state
aid could force cuts in academic not surprising, Greg Browning,
the state's budget director, said
courses and other services.
"The university community is Friday. The Voinovich adminisdeeply worried about being a sa- tration's proposed tax increase
crificial lamb for primary and for the schools is still on the
secondary education when all table, and the administration is
education should be K-through- willing to work with lawmakers,
life and not stop at grade 12," Browning said.
"I think this is consistent with
said MJ. Klyn, a spokeswoman
our concern that our proposal be
for the University of Cincinnati.
"The universities and the given serious treatment,"
presidents are planning on meet- Browning said.
Ohio Senate President Richard
ing to help sell a potential tax and
Finan, R-Cincinnati, said wideto defend and save our funding."
The Legislature this summer spread spending cuts could be
killed a $1.1 billion sales-tax in- coming - to fund the schools -

s unless lawmakers ask voters to
approve a tax increase at a special election.
"Everyone's worried, not just
higher ed - it's whoever has a
nickel in the budget. And, anyone
who does have a nickel in the
budget should be worried," Finan
said.
But. cutting higher education's
funding would not be enough by
itself, officials said. Even a 10
percent cut of higher education's
$2.31 billion budget for 1998-99
would yield only $231 million.
When Voinovich was balancing
the state budget in 1991-92, 40
percent of the cuts - $272 million
- affected tax-supported universities and colleges.

WORLD

Yeltsin announces decision to step aside at end of term
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - Boris Yeltsin - Russia's
first popularly elected president - declared Monday that he-will step aside
when his term expires in 2000, clearing
the way for a pack of candidates
already jockeying to succeed him.

Yeltsin's recent health problems and
a two-term limit in the constitution
already had appeared to rule out a third
term for the Russian leader. But his
sudden announcement at a Moscow
school still caught many by surprise.
"My term ends in 2000. I will not run
anymore," Yeltsin told children and

teachers on the first day of classes at
School No. 1253.
Looking upbeat and smiling, the
66-year-old Yeltsin said younger, more
energetic people would be needed to
run the country in the future.
"We have a very good team - a good,
friendly and intelligent team," he said,

suggesting that his preferred successor
would come from within his own administration.
Yeltsin, who underwent heart surgery
last year and suffered a bout of pneumonia early this year, returned to fulltime duty several months ago. He appears in good health and no one ques-

tions his intention to serve out the final
three years of his current term.
Yeltsin has kept up an active schedule, pushing the government to complete free-market reforms, while repeatedly locking homs with the communists and nationalists in Parliament.
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Come to the University
Activities Organization

o

pEN

HQUSE

Sept. 3, 1997
7-9 pm
Lenhart
Ballroom
— FREE!*—
See what UAO has to offer
you. Join a committee and
Pe part of the fun!

Ihe little &hep
...in the union
Greeting Cards • Gifts • Helium Balloons
School & Computer Supplies
BGSU Items • Film & Film Processing
Health & Beauty Aids • Candy
• Postage Stamps • Phone Cards

The sisters of Alpha Xi
Delta invite everyone to
our open rush.
Tues. Sept. 2
8-8:45
..
9-9:45
jf$j>
Hope to see you there!

"a little bit of everything"
8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Thursday
8:30 am to 5:00 pm Friday

SS555553SS5^^
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Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad
The International Education Commiitee of BGSU
invites proposals/applications trom undergraduate
students that wish to study abroad m the Spring of
1998.
Applications can be picked up at the Center for
International Programs (1106 Offenhauer West).
For more information, call 372-0309
DEADLINE: SantaimfMir 30,18)87
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GAVEL STAFF
WANTED
STUDY ABROAD
INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS
1103 Offenhauer West
4:00- 5:30 p.m.

Fall Semester
Wednesday, September 3. 1997
Thursday. September 11,1997
Wednesday, September 17,1997
Thursday, September 25, 1997
Wednesday, October 1,1997
Thursday, October 9, 1997
Thursday, October 23, 1997
Wednesday, October 29, 1997
Thursday, November 6,1997
Wednesday, November 12, 1997
Thursday, November 20,1997

Organizational Meeting
Thursday, September 4
6:30 p.m.
310 West Hall
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DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES:
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1961-1997

DIANA
Continued from page one.

The sadness of a lovely woman,
adored yet alone, had been clear
to all.
In an Interview published last
week, Diana told the French
newspaper Le Monde that she
stayed in Britain only because of
her sons, who are just behind
their father in line to the British
throne.
"Any sane person would have
left long ago. But I cannot. I have
my sons," she said.
The yacht cruises with Fayed's
family -- and alone with Fayed -attracted inevitable press criticism because his father, Mohamed Al Fayed, was involved in
a parliamentary bribery scandal.
Criticism, from those who
found Diana's behavior erratic
and contradictory, followed
many of her actions and statements, no matter how wellintended.
She was, according to some of
Charles' friends, a difficult wife.
She admitted that she, like her
husband, had had an affair outside their marriage. She apparently was a difficult employer,
losing one aide after another.
But nothing diminished her in
the eyes of her admirers. Nothing dimmed the aura of glamour
that surrounded her, or detracted
from the warmth that so obviously was part of her character.
Any humanitarian organization
or charity that won Diana's support had Instant attention in the
world's media.
She held hands with the unhappy, embraced the unfortunate,
and lent the royal family an approachable humanity that they
had never achieved in all their
years of dutiful work for Britain.
Millions watched Lady Diana
Spencer, the daughter of an earl,
marry the heir to the British
throne at St. Paul's Cathedral op
July 29,1981.
She was young, sweet and shy,
swathed in yards of ivory silk organza - a fairy-tale bride walking beside her prince.
The birth of two sons. Prince
William in 1982 and Prince Harry
in 1984, seemed to complete the
happiness the world expected of
a golden couple.
But in the early 1990s, newspapers began reporting how
much time Charles and Diana
spent apart. Speculation about an

"We admired her
work for children, for
people with AIDS, for
the cause of ending
the scourge of land
mines in the world
and for her love for
her children William
and Harry."
President Bill Clinton

"She was very much
concerned about the
poor and her attitude
toward the poor was
good. That's why she
came close tome."
Mother Teresa

unhappy marriage grew intense.
Andrew Morton's 1992 book,
"Diana, Her True Story," caused
a sensation, saying Charles was
conducting a long-term affair
with a married woman - Camilla
Parker Bowles - and that Diana
had attempted suicide.
Finally, on Dec. 9, 1992, Prime
Minister John Major announced
that the couple would separate.
It was far from amicable: A series of critical news stories about
both of them - apparently from
unidentified friends in each
camp - cast a shadow over the
monarchy.
Diana's privileged life was
marked by sadness, especially by
the divorce of her parents when
she was 7. "I come from a divorced background, and I didn't
want to go into that one again,"
she said in a 1995 television interview.
She added that she didn't expect to ever be queen of England,
but aspired to be "a queen in The world mourns the passing of Diana, Princess of Wales: (top)
Flowers and a sign disparaging the media stand outside the British
people's hearts."
She pursued that goal with flair embassy in Washington on Sunday. The closed gate of the embassy
after the divorce became final on was a magnet for throngs mourning Diana's death. Many left flowers
Aug. 28,1996.
and personal tributes to her or condolences to the British people. ...

(bottom left) The coffin containing the body of Diana, draped with
the Royal Standard, is carried by airmen of the Royal Air Force after
arriving at Northolt Air Base in France.... (bottom right) Charles, the
Prince of Wales, as he leaves the PHie-Salpetriere Hospital in Paris
Sunday where he collected the body of Diana, his former wife.

Prince's future becomes concern
The Associated Press

Associated Prcn photoi

LONDON - Tall, handsome and already a teenage heartthrob. Prince William faces not only life
without the mother he adored, but the daunting
prospect of assuming her place in the global spotlight.
Many Britons see the 15-year-old future king as
Princess Diana's spiritual heir and living embodiment, a feeling reinforced by his shock of blond
hair and shy smile, so reminiscent of his mother's.
But he reportedly hates the attention, especially
the paparazzi who dogged his mother relentlessly
and are now likely to focus on him. Last month,
Diana said the photographers get him "freaked
out."
As he grieves for his mother, with millions of
people around the world mourning along with him
and watching his every move, there is widespread
concern about how he will handle her sudden
death.
"If it turns out that the hated cameras played
some part in his mother's death, few would blame
him for turning his back on them forever. For a future king to harbor such a loathing for the public
eye, however, could damage the monarchy," com-

mentator Robert Hardman wrote Monday in The
Daily Telegraph.
The conservative daily said in an editorial that
"if, in the future, he fears the entire press and
seeks revenge against it, all this misery will only
carry on into another generation, with great harm
to the country we hope he will rule."
Diana was grooming her son to be a king who
shared her compassion for the less fortunate and
concern for the problems of the world. She made
no secret of the fact that she wanted him to be the
next monarch - not his father. Prince Charles.
Inevitably, the spotlight would have shifted to
William. But it wasn't supposed to happen so soon,
and not at a critical period when he was coming to
manhood.
William - who shot up to a lanky 6 feet 1 inches
in recent months - is about to start his third year
at Eton College, a venerable boarding school that
has educated the sons of Britain's elite for more
than 500 years. His brother, Prince Harry, whose
13th birthday is Sept. 15, is entering his final year
at the Ludgrove school in Berkshire.
Richard Kay, the Daily Mail's royal correspondent, who was close to Diana, said Monday that she
phoned him six hours before she died and said she

was looking forward to a reunion with "the boys"
in London.
"She was a bit troubled on Saturday because William had called her to say that he was being required by Buckingham Palace to 'perform' - they
wanted him to carry out a photo call at Eton," Kay
said.
What troubled Diana, and her older son as well,
was that the spotlight was focused exclusively on
William, rather than including Harry, he said.
"She was very conscious that both of them had a
role to play," said Rosa Monckton, president of
Tiffany and Co., and a friend. "She was grooming
Prince Harry to be of support to his brother."
Tony Carr, a clinical psychologist and bereavement counselor, said research shows that a sudden
death away from home is the hardest kind for relatives to deal with - as is the death of a parent for a
young child.
"The new relationship that the children forge
with the remaining parent is critical in determining how well they will cope with the loss in the long
term," he said.
On Monday, the young princes remained with
their father at Balmoral Castle in Scotland.

Driver found to be legally drunk ciose up on the crash
The Associated Press

PARIS - The driver in Princess Diana's
fatal car crash was legally drunk and apparently driving over 100 miles an hour, French
authorities said Monday.
The revelations introduced a major new
element in an investigation that had seemed
focused on the role played by paparazzi who
pursued the British princess' vehicle.
Police extended the detention of seven
photographers taken into custody after the
crash They were expected to be placed
under formal investigation Tuesday - a step
short of being formally charged. The precise
charges they might face were not known.
Other new details emerged about the
tragedy. Including reports that the driver
had been trying to weave around a slowermoving vehicle, and that photographers who
snapped photos of Diana and boyfriend Dodi
Fayed after the crash tried to push police
and rescuers away.
Police said the speedometer on the
wrecked Mercedes-Benz sedan was found
frozen at 196 kilometers per hour - 121 mph
- after Sunday's accident, which also killed

Diana's millionaire boyfriend and driver
Henri Paul.
In a statement, prosecutors said blood
tests on Paul showed he had an illegal bloodalcohol level. They did not give the level, but
a judicial source, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said it was 1.75 grams of alcohol
per liter of blood - more than three times the
legal limit.
France's National Association for the Prevention of Alcoholism said that was the
equivalent of drinking nine shots of whiskey
- a shot in a French bar equaling about 1.2
ounces.
Under French law, exceeding 0.5 grams the level after about two or three glasses of
wine - is considered a misdemeanor, while a
0.8 level is considered a greater offense.
The limit translates to a blood alcohol content of about 0.065 percent. Most states in
the United States consider a driver to be
legally drunk when a blood alcohol content
of 0.1 percent is reached.
A Judicial source said Monday evening
that the seven photographers now in custody
would be detained for another night, and that
on Tuesday, a judge would take charge of the

case and place them under formal investigation.
Even if they are cleared of any direct role
in the crash, France's "Good Samaritan" law
might apply. It makes it a crime to fail to
help someone in danger.
Le Monde newspaper reported Monday
that, within 30 seconds of the crash, some
photographers were taking pictures of the
bleeding victims.
Citing at least a dozen unnamed witnesses,
it said some photographers actually pushed
away rescuers and two policemen who arrived on the scene, saying they were ruining
their pictures.
Police continued Monday to examine
images from 20 rolls of film confiscated
from the photographers to learn more about
what happened.
Some people seemed already to have decided. Fresh graffiti were sprayed Monday
in bright red on a wall of the tunnel: "Paparazzi Cowardly Murderers."
The prosecutors' statement said authorities also have searched photo agencies'
offices for photos from the chase and accident.

Princess Diana. Dodi Fayed, a dnver and a bodyguard were in a latal automobile
crash while allegedly engaged in a high-speed chase from paparazzi.
1

overhead view of tunnel
2
| Traveling west at a high
speed, the driver looses
control
| The left wheel strikes a
concrete support pillar
I The car then flipped
across the nghthand
lane and smashed, roof
first, Into the tied wall

,F
*

Placement in the car

(raveling well over 60 mph
(100 km per hour)
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Welcome. . .

BACK
SCHOOL
Studeafo

Full Line Sale!

KROGER
AGGED SNACKS

'Everyday I
Red Tag Reflects 33% Savings.

7.25-oz. Box-Kroger

MACARONI
& CHEESE

1094 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
Ph: 353-3919

For Your Convenience...
Kroger Bowling Green Has Many
Services To Offer!
•
•
•
•
•

WESTERN UNION
FIFTH THIRD BANK
MONEY ORDERS 49
POSTAGE STAMPS
FAX SERVICE

•
•
•
•
•

OPEN 24 HOURS
UPS SERVICE
TICKETMASTER
PHOTO PROCESSING
5C COPIES

• CHECK CASHING (With Driver's License or State I.D.)

• COLUMBIA GAS BILL PAYMENT
Plus these additional Store Features. . .
• VIDEO RENTAL
• IN-STORE BAKERY
• FLORAL SHOPPE
• SALAD BAR
• CAESAR SALAD BAR
• PHARMACY
• WISHBONE CHICKEN EXPRESS

WE ACCEPT:

12-oz. Cans
All Varieties
Regular or Diet

12-PACK
BIGK

Prices and Items Effe<tive at Bowling Green Kroger Store thru September 6, 1997.
COPYRIGHT 1997. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.
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Life comes in threes
for Wooster freshmen
The Associated Press
WOOSTER - Three of the 551
freshmen on the College of Wooster campus stood out from the
crowd - or made their own
crowd.
Sarah, Stephanie and Kelly
Roberts, triplets from Strongsvllle, shared their first day at the
liberal arts college last week,
just as they have shared almost
everything.
"We are too close to separate
now," Kelly said.
The 18-year-old sisters are the
first set of triplets that officials
can remember at Wooster, a
school the sisters chose for its
academics and atmosphere.
"We felt comfortable here,"
Stephanie said.
For the first day of classes, the

academic achievement scholarships.
The awards help offset
Wooster's yearly cost to the
Roberts family of more than
$18,000 -- each. Their father. Bob,
is an electrician for General
Sarah Roberts Motors. Their mother, Jennifer,
manages a restaurant. There are
one of three triplets attending
no other children in the family.
Wooster
The sisters don't share every
interest.
sisters were dressed in basic,
comfortable black, with identically-styled red hair.
"We normally dye our hair
separately," Sarah said, "but we
all like this color."
School officials said the sisters
all won Byron Morris Scholarships, which are given for
community service, as well as

Three times in the last 19
PA1NESVILLE - Eight immi- months, the workers have congrant workers are using a custom tributed $1,250 each to a lottery
imported from their homeland of pool. Each time, two winners
Mexico to achieve the American were selected by a drawing to
split the $10,000 jackpot.
dream of home ownership.
The lottery the nursery
workers started has provided
All players eventually are to be
money for down payments for paid back their investments.
The agreements were sealed
houses to replace often small or
crowded apartments.
only with handshakes.
"We came up with this so
Rodriguez, one of two players
everybody could get a house,"
said Martin Soto Rodriguez, who waiting to recoup his $5,000 informed the lottery in December vestment in a final drawing this
1995 with co-workers at Lake December, is certain his coCounty Nursery. "This way, it's workers will pay their share
when the time comes.
easier to save."
The "cooperativa," or coop"Some of us have been
erative, amounts to a savingsincentive plan for the longtime together five, six, seven years,"
field hands, all of whom are he told The (Cleveland) Plain
Dealer for a story published
studying to become U.S. citizens.
Similar to payroll deduction Monday.
Gabriel Padron, who makes
plans offered by some companies
in Mexico, the lottery permits all about $25,000 a year, was able to
players to recover their in- buy a three-bedroom house for

$59,000 and move his wife and
two children out of a cramped
four-room apartment.
"When you live in your own
place, you're more relaxed," he
said, "when you want to fix something, you just fix it."
James Zampini, the men's employer, approves of the lottery.

Release
se the Picasso
in youi with A

Paper Making
Sept. II -Oct. Ifi
>■: 10-8:30 pin R

uour arliitlc dldeC
'

^

CULTURE

classes at Bowling Green Slate University

Photography with
Automated Cameras
Sept. 24-Ocl.2f>
fi: 10-8:3(1 pm W

Create your own masterpieces in a
variety of media. You can even make
your own paper to design on.

Oil Painting
Oct. 7-28
b-9pmT

At Wooster, Sarah plans to
major in women's studies. Stephanie will study political science, and Kelly, a history major,
wants to teach college.
"Other people group us as triplets, like we are identical in
everything," Stephanie said.
"But I look at my sisters and see
we are all into different things."

vestments.

^Maue uou been denulna

Silkscreen Printing II
i VI.-'I -Nov.25
• •: lO-ftMpni I

"We normally dye our
hair separately, but
we all like this color."

Immigrant workers assisted
in home ownership dreams
The Associated Press

Silkscreen Printing I
Sept.9-Oct. II
l»: 10-8:30pm I

For information, call Continuing Education.
International & Summer Programs: 419/372-8181
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/ContEd/

k

A

COLORWHAVEN
ART SUPPLIES
7350 Airport Highway • Holland, Ohio • 868-7240
Mori., Tues., Wed., Fri. 7-5; Sat. 9-2; Thurs. 7-7
HARD BOUND SKETCH

$759
Reg. $12.99

SKETCH
8 1/2x11

$299

"We've always encouraged
them to buy homes and be part of
the community," he said. "There
is nothing like owning a house. It
instills pride."

Reg. $6.39

FIBERSTOCK PORTFOLIO
20 x 26. Assorted Colors

/-^T_ _Z^\

BGSU
STUDENTS

20%
DISCOUNT,

$369

The Rev. Richard Antall, pastor of St. Mary Catholic Church,
said a growing number of the
immigrant members of his parish are saving money, on often
modest incomes, and buying
houses.

KYLON WORKABLE FIXATIVE

$439
Reg. $7.53

NEWSPRINT
18x24

$299
Reg $6.30

PRO ART GESSO
16 oz.

$499

Reg $8 99

Reg. $12.20

BACK TO SCHOOL
•*»"

"The trouble is that it is hard to
amass some capital when you are
working 10 months a year and
then you are laid off," he said.

AUGUST A - SKIM K.MM.R 5

Save another

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$50
cash back*

Color StyleWriter 4500
NOW $285** KfOM KOMI

$300
..

■

.

i ,

cash back*

Power Macintosh* 6500/225
32/2GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/I2
Zip Drive/Ethemet/Kbd
Now $2,014** "'°" ,,B*n

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

m

$200
cash back*

Power Macintosh* 7300/200
32/2GB/i2XCDMj«iple Scan i^AV(nol as pictured)
L2/T£themet"<bd
Now $2,378** BOOK KIMI

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

$100

BGSU Computer Sales and Rental Office
129 Hayes Hall
372-7724

»

;v:i:iw\\\

For more information look us up at

Power Macintosh* 4400/200

http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/

i6/2GB/8XC0/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2
Ethernet/Kbd
NOW $1,629** KFOK WIATE

'Prices do not Include handling and tax.

cash back*

"Offer np.rn October |0, 199; O1997 Apple Computer. Inc. All ri|hM reserved. Apple. Ihe Apple logo. Mat. Macintosh. PowerBook. Power Macintosh and ScyleWrtter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. OneScanner and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple m*l in rebate offer vaUd from My
B. 1997 through October 10, 1997. while tuppUes last and subject to availability Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details All Macintosh compulers are designed to be accessible to Individuals with drsability. To learn more (US. onh/). call 800-600-7808 or TTY Boo 7ss-o6ot.
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Out of Bounds
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Jerry in
the Game

Falcons burned by Bulldogs
□ A second-half defensive lapse spells doom
for BG.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

■While BG's defense struggled,
the offense and special teams had
respectable showings. See page
nine.

RUSTON, La. - The Bayou
weather, with heat indexes well
over 90, was certainly a factor
Saturday night as Bowling Green
The outlook wasn't brilliant for
opened the football season with a
the 'Niners on that day,
30-23 loss at Louisiana Tech.
The upstart Bucs were looking
But even more of a factor were
tough; two quarters left to play.
the repeated burns sustained by
And so when Young went down
with another small concussion,
the Falcon defense.
The 'Niners' chance at the
Ahead 20-3 at one point in the
Super Bowl underwent discusgame, BG got burned early and
sion.
often in the second half. The host
A straggling few got up to go,
Bulldogs scored on their first
Junior Wiliiams
confronting not the fears
three possessions - on passes of
That San Francisco's glory
Falcon
defensive back
38,41 and 21 yards.
would fade after all these years.
When the smoke cleared, LouThey thought if only Jerry
isiana Tech had scored 27
Rice, of San Francisco fame
■ First possession: seven
unanswered points and BG was
Could get the ball - they'd win
If they had Jerry in the Game.
on the way to a season-opening plays, 70 yards, 2:53 off the clock.
But Warren Sapp stood 'cross
loss before 19,569 fans at Aillet Troy Edwards caught a 38-yard
the line, with his 6-foot-2-inch
touchdown pass after eluding the
Field.
frame.
The Falcons have lost their last tackle of freshman cornerback
And he had 11 tackles and three
Chad Long. BG 20, Tech 16.
five season openers.
sacks in that game.
■ Second possession: six
BG did have a chance to tie the
So the multitude grew silent;
game on its final possession, but plays, 87 yards, 2:07. Steven
the 'Niners fans were tame.
a promising drive stalled after a Hampton, with no defender
And they wondered if they'd
13-yard sack of quarterback Bob within five yards, is untouched
ever see their Jerry in the Game.
on a 41-yard reception. Tech 23,
Niemet with 10 seconds left.
But the defense stood its
ground and the 'Niners got the
Louisiana Tech quarterback BG20.
■ Third possession: 10 plays,
ball,
Tim Rattay - in his first colleAnd rattled Young stayed in the giate start - took a flame-th- 70 yards, 3:48. Josh Bradley catgame, to the wonderment of all.
rower to the Falcons by complet- ches a 21-yard pass for the score.
And when confusion lifted, the
ing 25-of-39 for 358 yards and the Tech 30, BG 20.
excitement had grown large.
Rattay, a sophomore from
three long-distance touchdowns.
For they were up six-nothing,
"They went right after our Phoenix, proved to be the cataand Young was still in charge.
weakness," BG coach Gary lyst all day for the Bulldogs. At
From the gladded multitude
Blackney said. "I knew we could one point early in the second half,
went up a joyous cheer,
play pretty well against the run he completed eight passes in a
It bounded from the gridiron
and I wasn't sure how well we row for 167 yards.
and rattled in fans' beer.
And from The Big Sombrero' a could play against the pass."
"Tim Rattay ... he's really
mighty roar came.
The Falcons had looked good something special," said Tech
For Jerry, mighty Jerry, was
early, taking advantage of Bull- coach Gary Crowton.
coming into the game.
The Falcons threw a variety of
dog mistakes in taking the 20-3
There was ease in Jerry's manlooks at the Bulldogs, but not
lead.
ner as he stepped onto the field.
'Tech showed life just before much worked during the third
There was pride in Jerry's
halftime, however, by taking just quarter. Rattay shredded BG's
bearing and the crowd just
three plays to get into the end zone coverage, oftentimes findcheered and squealed.
zone from 56 yards out. The ing receivers with five-yard
His jersey emblazoned "80,"
Bulldogs closed within 20-9 at the cushions around them.
beneath his mighty name.
No stranger In the crowd could
"We have a young secondary ...
break after missing the extra
we had a couple flaws out there, a
doubt 'twas Jerry in the Game.
point.
The highlight films all zoomed
The second half then opened couple breakdowns," said Junior
in on the sweat upon his face.
Williams, a member of that Falthe floodgates:
Sixty-thousand fans applauded
as he stepped into his place.
And while the angry cornerback stood firmly 'cross the line,
A smile creased the wideout's
lips, and a tingle shot up his
spine.
And now the leather-covered
ball is snapped right back to
Young,
And a clap arose from every
hand, a scream from every
tongue.
Steve Young whirled and handed off to Garrison Hearst.
With the Bucs' linebackers
closing in, the fans all feared the
worst.
But Hearst was fleet of foot,
and avoided the debacle.
It appeared that Hearst would
run a sweep, following the tackle.
But off the line of scrimmage,
Jerry Rice had peeled.
He ran behind the line and was
sprinting 'cross the field.
And Hearst had no intention of
turning 'round the bend.
He handed off to Jerry Rice
and got leveled by an end.
And the hopes of upset in the
hearts of all the Bucs fans fell.
For the knew that in all-time
scores. Rice led the NFL.
But Warren Sapp had other
thoughts as he hurtled'cross the
line.
He thought of dismembering
Jerry; of crushing Jerry's spine.
And now Sapp musters his
strength, and now he lets it go
And now the air is shattered by
the force of Warren's blow.
And after that mighty hit that
Sapp had hoped would maim,
BCNiwi Pkolo oy Tod McClooktj
Jerry Rice lay on the field and
Tampa won the game.
Sophomore defender Mackenzie Williams throws the ball in from the
• See TOCCO, page nine. sideline in Sunday's tilt vs. Louisville. The Falcons lost 1-0.

"We have a young
secondary... we had
a couple flaws out
there, a couple
breakdowns."

Allociatrd

PITH

photo

BG running back Robbie Hollis searches for a hole in the first quarter of Saturday night's game vs.
Louisiana Tech. Hollis scored BG':s first touchdown and ran for 30 yards on the night.
con secondary. "Their quickness drive for its second touchdown - Kuck missed much of the condiwasn't anything. We just have BG's offense went into hi- tioning in the preseason with
some young players ... who blew bernation for much of the second meningitis - and BG's offense
some assignments."
half.
bogged down with him out of the
After some solid play early -Center John Kuck had to leave
• See FOOTBALL, page nine.
including an 11-play, 74-yard
the game with heat exhaustion -

Falcons baptized
by weekend split
□ BG's newest varsity
team hits both ends of
the historical spectrum.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
Bowling Green's women's soccer team grappled with agony
and ecstacy this weekend, winning its first-ever game, but losing its first-ever home game.
The Falcons won an overtime
thriller against conference rival
Kent on Friday, winning 1-0 on a
Kerry McKee goal seven minutes
into the overtime period. The
goal, assisted by Emily Graham
and Janice Mentrup, will go down
In history as the Falcons' first
goal.
Credit for the first shutout in
history is split between two
keepers - Lynette Lasanen and
Kit Gazley - who BG coach Tom
Piccirillo said would share playing time for most of the year.
BG was able to play the
spoiler's role in that game, sendJ"8 ^ .^^f^lf!^™..* !!!!!
in what was their first-ever game

as well.
Sunday, the Falcons were determined to repeat the task in
front of their own fans. BG soccer legend Mickey Cochrane and
athletic director Ron Zwierlein
were on hand for a pre-game
ceremony, and many families
came to watch history. The
players had waited a long time
for this moment.
Standing in their way,
however, was the University of
Louisville.
The Falcons came out noticeably flat, which Piccirillo attributes to being in awe of an established program.
"With us being as young as we
are, they don't know how good
they are," he said. "Every game
is a test for us, as far as that
goes."
In the game's 16th minute,
Bowling Green had a good
chance to Jump out to a lead
when freshman Rachel Clark was
all alone with the ball, charging
on the right side. She Launched a
shot, but it missed the goal wide
right.
Louisville then had the chance

to take a lead with iust over two
minutes remaining in the first
half, when Cardinal senior Christie Aitree launched a shot over
Gazley, the Falcon keeper. Gazley had come out of goal to
contest the shot, which lofted
over her head.
The ball was just inches away
from crossing the goal line, when
Falcon defender Ashley Enser
came sprinting from the backfield.
"I just saw the ball going into
the net, and I Just knew I had to
save it," she said.
And she did. With the ball on
the goal line, she booted it away
to safety.
But there would be no saving a
shot in the game's 81st minute by
senior Karen Garland that sealed
the deal for the Cardinals.
The Falcons battled back furiously, but could not come up
with a goal by the end of regulation.
Cries of disbelief arose from
the crowd of approximately 175
with five seconds left to play
• See BAPTISM, page nine.
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The sisters of Pi Beta Phi wou
like to invite you to our open
rush on Wednesday the 3rd
from 8-10. Come for friendship,
come for fun, but
most of all, come for
sisterhood.

nBO

CDeCta Qamma
9{tzu (PCedges
Lindsay Kutrtz
Cam Williams
Laura Shlndel
Kelly Christiansen
Erin Williams
Jenni Feiten
Laura Wolf
Erica Ilirt

accctaaeHtactiK
'

Brooke Bowe
Ali Malcolm
Beth Larker
Betsy Christy
Kori Anne Bagrowski
Marisa Ortiz
Darla Pete
Aerlanna DePompei

G

A weekly calendar for Falcon athletics
DON'T MSS: The home football
Oil Tap opener this Saturday

Saturday. August 30. 1997
Jt» Alltel Stadium
R us ton. Louisiana

Bowling Green at Louisiana Tech
14
0

23
30

0
14

First Quarter
BG (8:42) - Robbie Hollis 6-yard run, Jason Strasser PAT
Driw: 1 play. 6 yards. 0 06. K«y play: On punt attempt, snap goes over
Tech punter's head; BG's Tom Gabfam recovers the ball on the Tech 6-yard
line Score: Hollis gets the ball trom Niemet on option play
BG (2:10) - Bob Niemet 8-yard run, Strasser PAT
Drive: 11 plays 74 yards. 4 22. Key plays: Damron Hamilton's 18-yard
reception. Damien Plait's 14-yatd run. Score: Niemet keeps the ball on the
option running over left tackle.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

BG (11:30) - Strasser 37-yard field goal
Drive: 4 plays. 2 yards, 1 01. Key play: Chioke Bradley hit forces Tech
tumble on punt return; Tony Hubbard recovers (or BG at Tech 21 -yard line.
LT (7:58) - Marty Kent 27-yard field goal
Drive: 10 plays, 49 yards, 3:32. Key play: Touchdown run by Jason
Armstrong nullified by offensive holding.
BG (0:29) - Strasser 24-yard field goal
Drive: 15 plays. 87 yards. 7:29 Key play: Jeremy Dusho's 27-yard
reception up the tar sideline

LT (0:03) - Tim Rattay 14-yard run; Kent PAT no good
Drive: 3 plays. 56 yards, 0:26. Key play: Troy Edwards' 42-yard catch.
Score: On a broken play. Rattay keeps the ball and scores through wideopen hole in Falcon delense. Kent's kick is low and deflected by Falcon line.

Third Quarter
LT (12:00) - Troy Edwards 38-yard pass from Rattay; Kent
PAT
Drive: 7 plays, 70 yards, 3:00 Key plays: Cedric Williams catches two
passes foi 39 yards Score: Freshman comerback Chad Long misses an
open-field tackle on Edwards, who walUes untouched into the end zone.
LT (8:29) - Steve Hampton 41-yard pass from Rattay; Kent
PAT
Drive: 6 plays, 87 yards, 2:07. Key plays: Rattay is 4-for-4 lor 78 yards on
the drive. Score: Hampton races untouched up the right side.

Fourth Quarter
LT (14:55) - Josh Bradley 21-yard pass from Rattay; Kent
PAT
Drive: 10 plays. 70 yards. 3 48 Key play: Williams' 14-yard catch on 3rdand-10 Score: Ratlay finds Bradley over the middle and Falcon defenders
can't catch up
BG (4:49) - Strasser 23-yard field goal
Drive: 10 plays. 60 yards, 4:24. Key play: On 3rd-and-2 Iran the six,
Niemet is stopped for no gain on the option keeper.

Team Statistics

3G

LT

First Downs
rushing
passing
penalty
Rushing Attempts
Net Yards Rushing
Net Yards Passing
passes attempted
passes completed
passes had intercepted
Total Offensive Plays
Total Net Yards
average gain per play
Fumbles: Number-lost
Penalties: Number-yards.
Possession time

22
8
12
2
37
88
249
40
23
0
77
337
4.4
3-0
4-29
4:33

23
3
18
2
25
42
358
39
25
0
64
400
6.3
2-2
11-75
25:27

Individual Statistics
RUSHING: (BG) Hollis 11-30, Platt 8-29, Weathersby 7-21,
Niemet 9-10, Lige 2-(-2); (LT) Armstrong 15-45, Rattay 5-24,
Ray Tell 4-12, Team 1-(-39).
PASSING: (BG) Niemet 23-40-0-0-249; (LT) Rattay 25-39-3-0358.
RECEIVING: (BG) Hamilton 7-75, Dusho 4-72, Loville 4-47, Lige
4-37, Weathersby 2-18, Holcomb 1-2, Hollis 1-(-2); (LT)
Edwards 6-127, Ray Tell 5-30, Bradley 4-53, Wright 4-34,
Williams 3-53, Hampton 2-52, Cangelosi 1-9.

Continued from page eight.

Rice just lay in agony, the ball
still in his clutches.
And 'Niners fans won't soon
forget when Jerry Rice had crutches.
O somewhere in this favored

THE
TANNING
CENTER
3 LOCATIONS

THE WASH HOUSE

248 N. Main • 354-1559
T
SOUIMSIDE LAUNDROMAT

993 S. Main • 353-8826
T
THE HEAT

904 E. Wooster • 352-3588

land, the sun is shining bright.
And bands are playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are
light.
But there is no joy for 'Niners
fans, or in the NFL.
For 'Frisco's mighty Jerry Rice
has torn his ACL.

FRIDAY

FOOTBALL

MEN'S

SOCCER
vs. Dayton
7:30 p.m.
Dayton, Ohio

WOMEN'S

SOCCER
CROSS COUNTRY

vs. Memphis
5 p.m
Memphis Classic

vs. S. Alabama
5 p.m.
Memphis Classic

vs. Ohio Stale
2 p.m.
Columbus, Ohio

vs St Francis
t 00pm
Cochf.r

Redbird Classic
all day
Normal. III.

WOMEN'S

GOLF

Redbird Classic
all day
Normal. Ill

Falcons face real test this week
RUSTON, La. -- The Falcons
talked all of last week about the
importance of opening the season
with a victory.
Instead, the Falcons open in a
hole.
In the grand scheme of things,
however, BG could afford a nonconference loss to the Bulldogs.
The true test comes this week,
when Eastern Division favorite
Miami rolls into Perry Stadium
for the Falcons' home opener.
"We have to correct things for
the Miami game," BG defensive
back Junior Williams said.
"That's our true test. We're down
- we're expecting to go into
every game and win.
"This is going to be for a bowl
game. Miami is picked to win the
whole division."
While there is still a long
season left after the Miami game,
BG can serve notice right away
that it is a force to be reckoned
with.
A loss — with three road games
over the next three weeks, including trips to Ohio State and
Kansas State - could send BG's
season spiraling into the college
football nether-regions.

■

i

|

SCOTT
BROWN
Football
Writer

•V'.

*<

Kickoff coverage lacking

BG's kickoff coverage team
got burned almost as much as the
defense did on Saturday.
'Tech returned four kicks for
126 yards, including one 52-yard
scramble.

Niemet ran the option three
times, and came up golden twice.
The first option play resulted in a
six-yard touchdown by Robbie
Hollis and the second Niemet
kept himself for a 10-yard score.
The third was a poor decision,
however, as he passed up a pitch
Junior Williams to Hollis for a keeper that was
Falcon defensive back stuffed. Hollis appeared to have
an alley to the end zone on the
play, which resulted in the FalThree plays later, "Tech was in cons kicking a field goal.
the end zone and back within 11
points at halftime.
Strasser gets his kicks
"We kick the ball right down
the field and it's like a boomerField goal kicker Jason Strasang," Blackney said. "They bring ser was a bright spot in the
it back to the 50-yard line. Two season's first game, going
plays later, they are right back in 3-for-4. He was good on kicks of
the game, 20-9. That was the key 37,24 and 23 yards.
series, I thought."
His lone miss came from 47
yards - and that ball bounced off
Niemet watch
the left upright.

"We have to correct
things for the Miami
game. That's our true
test."

The coverage also lent itself to
the key play of the game in BG
coach Gary Blackney's mind.
Just off a field goal to go up 20-3
The Falcon quarterback had a
in the waning seconds of the first
half, the Falcons hoped to squib- solid performance, completing
kick on the ensuing kickoff to 23-of-40 for 249 yards.
His receivers performed adkeep the ball away from the
mirably - Damron Hamilton
Bulldog receivers.
caught seven passes for 75 yards,
The kick was a low line drive while Jeremy Dusho made a few
instead, and Troy Edwards re- circus catches among his four
turned it 25 yards to the 'Tech 44. grabs for 72 yards.

Weathersby's future bright

Leon Weathersby, the junior
transfer from California Pierce
College, took advantage of his
time on the field Saturday.
The Falcons' kickoff returner,
he returned three for 72 yards,
including one return of 47 yards.

FOOTBALLContinued from page eight.

lineup.
The Falcons did manage a field
goal with 4:49 to play to close
within a touchdown and give
themselves a shot on their final
possession.

BAPTISM Continued from page eight.

when Falcon freshman Emily
McCrackcn was furiously taken
down in the Cardinals' penalty
box, and the referee made no
call.
"I think this does a lot for us,
even though we got the 'L,' as far
as feeling that we can play with
teams," Piccirillo said.

BG looked poised to score, but
on first down from the Tech 20,
Niemet was sacked for a 13-yard
loss with 10 seconds left. BG had
time for two more plays if executed properly, but Adam Lige
couldn't get out-of-bounds on the
next pass and time expired.

"(Until) that point, I was still
pretty confident we'd win the
game," Kuck said of the sack.
"The chips didn't fall in our favor
tonight. We have nobody to
blame but ourselves.

"I think that what we've got to
do is take it as a positive," he
continued. "We can play with established teams, and there really
is no one really to be in awe of.
"We can't dwell on it because
we've got a game on Wednesday,
so we might as well build from
the positives of it."
The theory that the Falcons
were in awe Sunday has been at-

tributed to the fact that eight of
BG's 11 starters are freshmen.
But Enser says that they can't
use that as an excuse.
"We shouldn't use that as a
crutch," she said. "We work really well together. It's tough competition."
The Falcons, now 1-1, return to
action Wednesday in Dayton to
take on the Flyers.

"We played hard. We had a

Always
unique

bunch of young guys who had
never been in that situation before. They played hard right to
the end."
BG opens its home schedule
Saturday with a critically important game against Miami.

OFFSIDES
This Week's Topic:
Baseball realignment

We want to know what
you think. Call 3722602 or 353-9315 to
voice your opinion.
Located at the
corner of
Ridge & Thurstin

THE

SOURll!

Check out our
tropical decor!

Totally Tropical
Hair, Noils, Tanning
Cutting edge
352-6459
of style
The best design team in BG

Expires 9/14/97
Serving BG since 1980

If you have at least one semester of college
experience and you are interested in being a
part of a Great Team, then we would love to have you
join us! Applications are now
available in 330 University Union and are due Tuesday
September 2, by noon. Sign-up for an interview when
you drop off your application!
???Call 372-2343

SUNDAY

Ohio Relays
9:30 a.m.
Athens, Ohio

$20

Gain Experience in Your Field
Then be the Rff5¥o} Cultural
Awareness Director,
Contemporary Issues Director
or Mini Course Director

Inactive

vs. Duquesne
vs. Drake. MSU
5 p.m.
9 a.m.. 5 p.m.
Michigan St. Invite Michigan St. Invlle

10
Visits

Build Your Resume?

Road

SATURDAY
vs Miami
' 3 30 p.m

Tanning
5 beds
and
2 booths

Learn Valuable Skills?

A *** denotes the contest can be
heart uue „, WBGU-FM IBS. J)

Home

WOMEN'S

Second Quarter

1

MONDAY

VOLLEYBALL

TOCCO

„«,
IvC Y

Whflt'S

Game 1

Bowling Green
Louisiana Tech
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-Aquariums
-Ponds &
Waterfalls
-Plants

SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
(Communications, Computer Science, English
Math, Science, Social Studies)
REQUIRED SIGN-UP MEETING FOR;

EDUCATION MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING

SECONDARY METHODS
SPRING SEMESTER, 1998

SPRING SEMESTER, 1998
or
FALL SEMESTER, 1998

and

Meetin

STUDENT TEACHING

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1997

FALL SEMESTER, 1998

COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
Meetings at: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT i
I COURSE(S) AND ON-CAMPUS J
MAILBOX NUMBER

J

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1997
TOWN ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Attend One Meeting Time:
10:30,11:30 a.m.. 1:30, 2:30 p.m.

ATTEND ONE MEETING

1

KNOW YOUR ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER
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BG escapes tourney with
unconventional victory
□ The Falcons emerge
victorious in a wild and
wacky weekend tournament.

BG Ntw§ Photo by Tod McC'lonkry

Sophomore forward Bobby Biggs battles for control of the ball in the Acme Soccer Classic in Akron.
Biggs scored the first goal of the season for the Falcons for the se< ond < onsccutive year.

freshman Chris Kraft. The North
Olmsted product had been inserted into the lineup less than a
minute earlier, and his first
touch resulted in a goal.
"I wasn't too nervous. I tried
By JASON McMAHON
not to be," Kraft said of his first
The BG News
collegiate game. "After my first
AKRON - Sean Kelty wasn"t touch ... that helped out a little
wearing a thread of orange, but bit. I got excited after that."
Later in the half, redshirt
he may have scored the most important goal of the weekend for freshman Zac Olson took advantage of the disoriented Bonnies
Bowling Green.
Kelty's score off a corner kick and tallied his first collegiate
with less than three minutes to goal.
BG coach Mel Mahler was
play gave St. Bonaventure a 2-1
victory over Akron. More impor- quite pleased with the play of his
tantly, it gave the Acme Soccer rookies.
"That's a key as well," Mahler
Classic championship to the Falsaid. "We need for the younger
cons.
guys, the younger players, to
BG split with St. Bonaventure make a contribution. That needs
and Northeastern in the tourna- to happen."
ment, as all four teams ended up
The Falcon defense was stalin a logjam with identical 1-1 re- wart, allowing only 11 shot atcords. The Falcons were named
tempts. Only two made it to
champions by virtue of being the keeper Scott Vallow, and he styonly team with a positive goalmied both
differential ratio. They finished
"That was one of the big conatplus-1.
cerns," Mahler said. "They did a
Eight Falcons were participatgreat job. They played well, with
ing in their
great composure and good organfirst collegiate
ization. You walk away from a
action, and the
game like this, those things are
BG youngsters
promising."
wasted no time
After watching Akron hold
in asserting
back Northeastern, 2-1, in Saturthemselves
day's second game, BG waited
early.
for its Sunday tilt against the
Sophomore
Huskies. With a victory, the Falforward Bobby
cons would all but assure themBiggs - who
selves of the tournament title.
Kraft
scored only two
It didn't happen. Northeastern
goals a year ago, including the
season's first - drew first blood parlayed two second-half goals
at the 59:25 mark. Biggs took a into a 2-1 victory, making the
pass from senior co-captain Ja- Falcons sweat out the Akron-St.
son Began and directed it past a Bonaventure game to determine
confused St. Bonventure de- the champion.
BG took the early lead, as Ryan
fense.
An assist was also credited to Schwaigert booted a Mark Mi-

fMen's "^i~i
^'Soccer A
chalak corner kick into the net at
17:23. The Falcon defense thwarted the Huskies throughout the
half, as Northeastern couldn't
manage a single shot on goal.
The Huskies only managed two
in the second half, but both
passed the goal line. Chris Beston
scored them both, at 50:41 and
76:15.
BG mounted a furious but vain
rally in the final minute. Chris
Dore and Dan Kindl were each
turned back by Northeastern
keeper Greg Purnell, and Jason
Began was denied twice at pointblank range - once on a direct
kick with 30 seconds remaining,
and once from the top of the box
with one second left.
The Falcons travel to Memphis
this weekend for the Tiger Soccer Classic, squaring off against
Memphis and South Alabama
Four named to All-Touney team
Thanks to their first-place finish, the Falcons were given four
slots on the All-Tournament
team. Vallow, Dore, Kindl and
Began represented BG on the
squad.
Vallow posted the only shutout
of the tournament, while Began
notched an assist in BG's first
contest.
Kindl and Dore helped the Falcons keep the ball in the opponents' end of the field, as BG
gave up only four shots on goal
all weekend. The Falcons gave up
just 20 shot attempts in the. two
games.

KARAOKE WEDNESDAYS
BtCMO

18 + OVER 10. PM • 2 AM
£1.00 COVER UNOER 21
$1.50 PITCHERS
\IJL N1TEX

FEATURING:
UNCLE SANDWITCH

LEO-THE FAMOUS DISCO D.J.

LUNCH BOX
(FORMER MEMBERS OF THE FLECKS & KENSINGTONS)

• ASK ABOUT OUR 280Z BONER
• HOME OF TOLEDO'S ONLY "SHOT CHAIR"
• JELL-0 SHOTS
• $1.50 DRINK SPECIALS
•CHEAP BEER!!!!!!!

18 & OVER WELCOME
2605 BROADWAY IN TOLEDO • NEAR THE TOLEDO ZOO • 75 SOUTH ST. EXIT
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BG volleyball returns tofcardliarform
□ The Falcons return to
their winning ways with
a tournament championship.
By RYAN JOHNSON
The BG News

The Bowling Green volleyball
team made its first strides
toward a winning season this
weekend by winning the Earlybird Invitational in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
The Falcons (3-0) defeated
Marquette, Valparaiso and
Western Michigan in round-robin
play to bring home the first-place
trophy.
"It felt like old times again on
the BG bench," coach Denise Van
De Walle said, who is trying to
bounce back from her first losing
season in 10 years. "We had a solid performance and we looked
like how Falcon volleyball has
always been."
Bowling Green opened the
tournament Friday by downing
Marquette 15-13, 1S-3, 15-10. On

llj^gleybau]
Saturday, the Falcons cruised
past Valpralso 15-0, 15-5, 15-10
before defeating Western Michigan 15-8,15-11,12-15,15-7.
"I'm pleasantly surprised that
we won the tournament," Van De
Walle said. "We looked very
steady and confident through all
three matches. We looked much
older and more mature than we
did one year ago."
On their way to capturing first
place, the Falcons placed three
players on the all-tournament
team. Senior Wendy Watkins and
sophomore Melissa Lewis were
named to the team, while sophomore Heather Murphy (teamleading 41 kills, 28 digs) was
named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player.
"We had a lot of people play
well this weekend, so it's nice to
get that recognition," Van De
Walle said. "It was really special
for Melissa because she made
her debut as a full-time player

"It felt like old times
again on the BG
bench."
Falcon coach Denise Van
De Walle
and the all-tournament team in
the same weekend."
Watkins was solid at setter
with 120 assists on the weekend,
with fellow senior Keisha Wilkins stabilizing the middle with
25 kills and 27 digs. The Falcon
mentor was quick to praise the
contibutions of her seniors on the
sophomore-dominated team.
"Our seniors really stepped it
up this weekend," Van De Walle
said. "Keisha Wilkins played especially big. Last year she was a
utility player and played all over,
but now she's solidly in the
middle. I told her that she's playing like a senior should."
In Friday's opening game,
Marquette jumped out quickly to
a 4-0 lead, but the Falcons were

able to overcome their early jitters and take the first game on
the way to a three-set sweep.
"We were down right away, but
snowed our growing maturity in
battling back," Van De Walle
said. "It's always nice to win the
first match of the year."
With the wins, the Falcons hope
to build momentum and confidence, which they lacked last
year when they lost all four
matches at a simillar tournament
in Pittsburgh.
"Playing so well this early will
make a big difference compared
to last year," Van De Walle said.
"This will show them that they
are a good team, because until
they tasted some success, they
had some doubts about themselves."
Bowling Green will compete in
its final tournament this weekend before opening MidAmerican Conference play Sept.
9. The Falcons will play Duquesne, Drake and Michigan State at
the Michigan State Invitational in
East Lansing, Mich, starting Friday.

Ruggers off to
standard start
Q The rugby team
opens season with
weekend of intensity
and fun.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News

What is the most successful
sports team in the history of
Bowling Green State University?
Some might suggest the football
team. Others would swear it must
be the hockey team, but the correct answer doesn't even enjoy
status as a varsity sport.
BG's club rugby team has beep
the dynasty that never dies. The
Falcons have won 16 MidAmerican Conference championships in a row. For three years,
BG was the top team in the
Midwest.

Last weekend the Falcons began the season with two matches
- Friday evening against Wilfred
Laurier; and a Sunday match
against the alumni team.
While the alumni match was
mostly for fun, the Falcons were
all business on Friday night.
They shut down Wilfred Laurier
34-0.
The tone was set right from the
beginning with Kevin Kline,
Tony Mazzarella and Theo Wirtz
scoring in the first half. Mazzarella converted the kick after his
try to make it 17-0 at the half.
The Falcons played very
strong defense throughout the
match. Jeff McVey had the hit of
the night at a time when Wilfred
Laurier was threatening to score.
"Just doing my job," McVey
said. "It's my job to play a lot of
defense. That's why I'm out

Sports Briefs
Comets claim first-ever WNBA championship
HOUSTON (AP) - At the same time the Houston Comets were
making history by becoming the first WNBA champion, the
league was already looking to the future.
The Comets beat the New York Liberty 65-51 Saturday to win
the title, capping a successful first season for the women's
league that is considering expanding from eight to 10 teams for
the 1998 season.
"Years from now when women's basketball is going great and
they have one of those trivia questions about who won the first title, they'll say the Houston Comets," Comets coach Van Chancellor said. "Nobody else can ever say they won the first WNBA title."
Houston began the season without star Sheryl Swoopes, who
didn't Join the team until late July after giving birth June 25.
Cynthia Cooper, who had 25 points in the title game, earned the
league's MVP trophy and was the only unanimous all-WNBA
selection.

Reds fan hurt in fall from stands
CINCINNATI (AP) - A fan fell from the lower deck while
reaching for a home run ball Monday at Cinergy Field and was
taken to a hospital for treatment.
Curtis Staker, 44, of Loveland.reached for Eddie Taubensee's
home run to right field in the third Inning of the Cincinnati Reds'
game against Kansas City. Staker lost his balance and fell about
15 feet behind the outfield wall.
"He was awake and alert," Reds Dr. Timothy Kremchek said.
"He complained of pain in his back and leg. So far, there's no
evidence of a head injury, but we're taking precautionary
measures."

Sampras knocked out of U.S. Open

pk«a by Ko«cr Uuurclli

BG's Jeff McVey searches for room in weekend rugby action.

here."
Bowling Green didn't let up in
the second half, either. Kline
scored another try. Mazzarella
kicked a field goal. McVey and
Mike Swanbeck finished off the
scoring.
"I thought it was a very impressive beginning," BG coach
Roger Mazzarella said. "Considering we just started practice
... I was really surprised at the

Welcome back students!

NEW YORK (AP) - Four-time U.S. Open champion Pete Sampras was knocked out of tennis' final grand slam tournament
Monday one round short of the quarterfinals.
Petr Korda set back the world's top-ranked player 6-7 (7-4),
7-5, 7-6 (7-2), 3-6, 7-6 (7-3) in a rain-interrupted match that took
more than five hours to finish.
In other men's matches, Greg Rusedski beat Daniel Vacek 7-6
(7-2), 6-2, 6-2, and Jonas Bjorkman downed Scott Draper 6-3,6-3,
1-6,7-6 (8-6).
There was no surprise and little serious competition in the four
women's matches as No. 1 Martina Hingis, No. 3 Jana Novotna,
No. 6 Lindsay Davenport and No. 10 Arantxa Sanchez Vicario
advanced in straight sets to the quarterfinals.
Hingis thrashed Florencia Labat 6-0, 6-2 in 51 minutes and will
next play her own doubles partner, Sanchez Vicario.

Gordon captures $1 million with NASCAR win

guys' fitness and the way they
committed to the ball."
Mazzarella also felt that the
game served as a good indicator
for the Falcons' position in the
MAC. Two days prior to the
Bowling Green match, Wilfred
Laurier beat Miami 22-10. Miami
is thought to be BG's closest
MAC rival.

DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP) - Jeff Gordon captured one of NASCAR's most prestigious prizes Sunday, winning his third consecutive Southern 500 and the Winston Million. He becomes the second stock car racer in history to win the Million.
Gordon said while the victory was sweet, it ranks among many
of his proudest accomplishments.
"You know, certain things I've done in quarter-midgets or
sprint cars mean just as much as the things we've done in Winston Cup," Gordon said. "Because it's still flat-out racing and It's
something I love to do."

• See RUGBY, page twelve.

Compiled by wire reports

^m
(Across from Foodtown)
1021 S. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)352-0123

$ 1.99 Breakfast Special
Mon. - Sat. 6:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.
2 eggs; 2 bacon or 2 sausage links; or 2
pancakes or toast; and potatoes or coffee

Best Deal in B.G.
Sat. and Sun. 8:00 a.m.. - 1p.m.
ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST BUFFET:
scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, ham, home fries,
biscuits, pancakes, trench toast, sausage gravy, fresh fruit

$4.49

We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover; $10 minimum.

Two - Fer Tuesday
Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-store computer rental.
Presentation materials
Full-color copies
Resume services

Internet Access
Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

black & white copies
Buy one leouUrty-piKed %/,' • !1* black and white copy on -?0UJ **iite bond
and irceiwe a second ropy Ffill Limit SO fie* copies pet customer. OHei H hm
ited to one coupon pet product type per transaction Coupon must be presented at lime o* pmcHji* jnd >» "Ot valid with other discount proo/ann Offei valid
at tune of purchase only and may not bt Amounted o< credited toward future
purchases. Vahd at Hmko's listed location only. Vend nrhere prohibited by law
No cash value

self-serve computer rental
(tent one hour and qel one how FM£. up to one hour hee per customer Subject
(0 a.* '.ability. Includes Macintosh- and IBM* self-serve or design «orksta
hons. OHei is limited to one coupon per product type pet transaction. Coupon
must be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other discount proyams Offer valid at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward future purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed location only Void where
prohibited by law No cash value

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

115 Railroad St. "354-3977

115 Railroad St. "354-3977

kinko's

kinko's

The new way to office.*

The new way to office.'

AAA176

EXP 9/30/97

AAA177

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
MHiXBty pmrnv

2 People eat for $10 plus tax and tip)
Menu Choices
1. Chopped Steak covered in
mushrooms and beef gravy
2. Spaghetti and Garlic Toast
3. Broiled Ham Steak
4. Baked Pot Roast
Each meal comes with 2 side dishes,
roll & butter and your beverage

4 p.m. - Closing
Coffee 600

EXP 9/30/97

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m.. - 9 p.m.
Fri. 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m.. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.. - 8 p.m.
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Register Now for
Spring 1998
Course Selections!
Will you be an UNDERGRADUATE or GRADUATE
student at BGSU next Spring Semester? Do you want
to tell trie University what classes you will need? Do
you want to register for classes during a registration
time assigned to you while classes are still available?
If you answered YES to any of these questions, then
REGISTER NOW for Spring 1998 course selections!
(See your academic advisor or graduate coordinator if
you need assistance with selecting courses).
If you answered NO to these questions, then IGNORE
the September 19th DEADLINE!
Remember, September 19th is the last day to help the
University and YOURSELF plan ahead for Spring
Semester 1998!
•""CALL STAR-90 AT 372-8966""'
Information is available in your schedule book or on the
WWW at http://www.bgsu.edu

PISnNCLLO'S PIZZA
203 N. Main SI. • 352-S166

Tuesday, September 2. 1997,

Rose Jr. finally
fulfills his dream
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- A couple of
hours after they became the bookends to baseball's all-time hits
list, the Hit King and his son met
in the stadium parking garage
and embraced.
Pete Rose Jr. got a hug and a
hit in a major-league debut Monday, and anyone who knew anything about him could figure
what that meant: It was successful in every way that mattered.
Well, maybe every way but
one. The Cincinnati Reds lost to
the Kansas City Royals 7-4, but
that will be merely a footnote to
this bit of baseball family history.
The main thing was that Pete
Jr. - the one they still call Petey
- made it to the major leagues
and gave baseball's record books
a certain symmetry. Pete Rose is
the first name on the hit list at
4,256. Pete Rose Jr. is the last
name, followed by a No. 1.
"It was everything and more,"
Rose Jr. said, still wearing eye
black and a sweaty jersey with
No. 14 on the back. "Those nine

years of bus rides, bad food, bad
hotels, bad fans - it was all worth
it."
For nine years, Petey struggled
in the low minors as he tried to
reach a lifelong dream of playing
in the majors, just like his dad.
Part of it was his love for the
game, part his need to make his
dad proud.
He finally got the chance Monday at age 27. And, in circumstances that would make any
young player jittery, he fought
back emotions and came through,
just like his dad would.
Petey showed up at Cinergy
Field with one of his father's
black Mizuno bats, a gift he's
carried around since 1986, saving
it for just this occasion. He was
wide-eyed and sleep-starved.
"I didn't sleep," he said. "I was
up til S o'clock with nothing on, in
the mirror doing all my stances."
Father and son talked when
Perey went into the on-deck
circle that first time. The brief
conversation went this way:
Pete: "Just get your pitch, look
for the hard stuff."
Petey: "This pitch is for you."

RUGBY

FRCC DCIIVCRV ( $4.00 Minimum)
Open For lunch Weekends - Weekdays at 4 P.M.

Continued from page eleven.

All night long, Wilfred Laurier
tried to use its size to pound the
7"
10"
12" 14" 16" ball forward. Bowling Green's
strong defense was able to hold
Mini Small Med. Large XL
Wilfred Laurier.
Our Blended Cheese PIZZA
2.50 4.25 5.50 7.00 8.25
"The tackling was stupenAdditional items
ea. .25
.50
.75 1.00 1.25 dous," Mazzarella said. "We
knew what they were going to do,
Chicago Style Pizza (extra dough & cheese. Same price as extra item) so we just lined up and waited for
Combo Pizza (with any 3 items).... 3.25 5.50 7.00 9.00 11.00) them to make a mistake. One of
those guys eventually lost the
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
ball and we came up with it."
Pepperori • Mushrooms • Italian Sausage • Ham Bacon • Ground Beet • Extra
In contrast to its opponents,
Cheese • Extra Dough Cheddar • Pineapple • Deed Onions • Olves Pepper
BG used a more open style of atRings •Green Peppers • TomaBes • Garlc Butler tor Pizza 25c • Extra Sauce •
tack that Wilfred Laurier
Free 1 /2 and 1 ri Equals One Item
couldn't stop.
\
"It's a razzle, dazzle, run-andCHOOSE ANY 2
YOUR CHOICE! ^
gun type of stuff," Mazzarella
• 7" 1 ITEM PIZZA
FOR
ANY 2 Toppings
said. "Swing the ball wide and
• BREADSTCKS
<• A yc
Sm.
5.00 Lg. 8.00
have 75-yard runs everywhere.
■ SMALL SUB
V/I ' **
That's what we love to do."
Med. 6.50 XLg. 10.00
•4CH.STX
FREEDEUVERY
S~\
FREE DELIVERY
Mazzarella singled out McVey
352-5166
Ifa^Lfcrt352-5166
and Wirtz as having really strong
EXP. 11/31/97
.Pttfir^
EXP. 11/31197
games.
J40TVJLIO W/ ANY OTHER COUPON. WOT V»LK> W/ ANY OTHER COUPON.'
"We looked really good for

"B.G.'s Most Award Winning Pizza"

* PIS**"

only having practiced a week and
a half," McVey said. "Things
clicked pretty well. Hopefully,
we'll be ready for the season
when it starts for real."
BG welcomes alumni
The BG rugby team welcomed
back its alumni for a match Sunday afternoon. In a well-played
game, the Falcons beat the
alumni 33-12.
Although many of the alumni
had not played in some time, they
held their own for the better part
of the contest. Eventually the
young Falcons proved too fast for
their elder counterparts.
"Basically, it was an all-star
team," Mazzarella said. "They
had two players who were AilAmericans. You got other people
who were All-Ohio or AllMidwest. What they had out
there were some of the best
players we ever had."

Baseball Standings

NFL Standings

American L**|pJe Stand in ^

Baltimore
New York
Boston
Toronto
Detroit

Cleveland
Milwaukee
Qiicaao
Kansas City
Minnesota

last Division
W
I.
Pet
8S 48
6.W
79 SS
S8S
67 71
.486
65
71
478
.467
63
72
Central Division
W
I.
Pet
71
62
534

68
68
56
56

67
68
78
78

West Division
W
L
75 62
74
63
73
64
S3 84

Wile
Anaheim
Texas
Oakland

504
500
.418
.418
Pet.
547
.540
.467
387

All Tim. ID1
■y The Associated Press

CB
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T
W
0
1
Miami
0
1
New Fngland
0
1
NY Jets
0
0
Bufralo
0
0
Indianapolis
Centrsl
0
Cincinnati
0
Jacksonville
0
Tennessee
0
llaltimnre
0
Pittsburgh

7
205
21.5
23
CB
4
4
155
15.5
GB
1
11
22

Atlanta
Florida
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia

East Division
W
L
Pa.
85 52
.620
81
55
596
74 62
544
68 68
500
51
82
383
Central Division

w L

Houston
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Chicago

70
68
63
59
55

67
70
74
76
83

1.000

1.000
.000
.000
1.000
.000
000
.000
.000

CB
MATIONAl CONFERENCE
East
W L
T
Pot.
Dallas
0
1.000
N.Y. Giants
0
1.000
Washington
0
1.000
Arizona
0
.000
Philadelphia
0
.000

35
10.5
16.5
32

Pa.

CB

511
.493
.460
437
399

2.5
7
10
15.5

West Division
W
L
Pet
IM Angeles
78 60
565
San Francisco
62
75
547
Colorado
70
68
.493
San Diego
7.1
65
471

1.000

0
0
0
0
0

Denver
Kansas City
Oakland
San Diego
Seattle

National leauge Stand-ias

Pet
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
000

CB

2.5
10
13

Monday's Games
Last Games No) Included
Kansas City 7, Cincinnati 4
Philadelphia 5. New York Yankees 1
Cleveland 7, Pittsburgh 5
MontreaJ 4. Boston 2
N. Y. Mets 3, Toronto 0
Chicago White Sox at St. Louis, 2 15pm
Minnesota at Chicago Cuba, 220 p.m.
Milwaukee at Houston, 2:35 p.m.
Baltimore at Klorida. 4:35p.m.
S«n Francisco at Oakland, 535 p.m.
Detroit at At lanta, 7:40 p.m.
San Diego at Seattle, 8:05 p.m.
Colorado as Anaheim, 10:05 p m
Only games scheduled
Tuesds y*t Gsmes
N.Y. Yankees (Rogers 5-5) at Philadelphia
(Crace 1-0). 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Mussina 13-6) at Florida
(Brown 12-8), 7:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Wright 52) at Pittsburgh (Silva
0-0), 70S p.m.
Boston (Saberhagen 0-1) at Montreal

(Thurman 0-0). 7:35 p.m.
Kansas City (Rosado 9-10) at Cincinnati
(Burba 6-10), 7:35 p.m.
Toronto (Clemens 20-4) at N.Y. Mets

(Acevedo 1-1). 7:40 p.m.
Detroit (Keagle 1-3) at Atlanta (Neagle
18-3), 7:40 p.m.
Minnesota (Tewksbury 510) at Chicago
Cubs tClark lO 7). 8:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Navarro 912) at St.
Louis (lie nes 9-7), ftOS p.m.
Milwaukee (D'Amico 8-4) at Houston (Kile
17-4), 80S p.m.
Loa Angeles (Nomo 1310) at Texas (Oliver
11-10), 8:35 p.m.
Colorado (Astacio 8-9) at Anaheim (Dick
son 136). 10:05 pm.

Detroit
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Chicago
CraenBay

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
000

St. Louis
Atlanta
Carolina
New Orleans
San Francisco

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
.000
.000
000
.000

Sundayi Games
Cincinnati 24, Arizona 21
Detroit 28, Atlanta 17
Dallas 37, Pittsburgh 7
Miami 16. Indianapolis 10
Minnesota 34. Buffalo 13
St. Louis 38, New Orleans 24
Tennessee 24, Oakland 21, OT
New York Ciants 31. Philadelphia 17
New England 41, San Diego 7
Jacksonville 28. Baltimore 27
Denver 19, Kansas City 3
New York Jets 41, Seattle 3
Tampa Bay 13, San Francisco 6
Washington 24, Carolina 10
Monday's Game
Chicago at Green Bay, late

Sunday, Sept. 7
Buffalo at New York Jets, 1 p.m
Carolina at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 1 p.m
Tennessee at Miami, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago, 1 p. m
New England at Indianapolis. 1 p.m.
San Diego at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at St. Louis, 1 p.m
Tampa Bay at Detroit. 1 p. m.
Washington at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m
Denver at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Green Bay at Philadelphia, 4 p.m.
New York Giants at Jacksonville, 4 p.m
Dallas at Arizona, 8 pm.
Monday, Stall. •
Kansas City at Oakland. 9 p. m
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OVER ONE MILLION OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfortable future, over 1.8
million of America's best and brightest count on TIAA-

ways to help you create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated Traditional Annuity00

CREF. With $190 billion in assets, we're the world's largest

to the additional growth opportunities of our variable invest-

retirement company, ihe nation's leader in customer satisfaction,

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and diversity you need

and the overwhelming choice of people in education, research

to help you meet your long-term goals. And they're all backed

and related fields?

by some of the most knowledgeable investment managers in

The reason? For nearly 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced
intelligent solutions to America's long-term planning needs. We

the industry.
To learn more about the world's premier retirement organi-

pioneered portable benefits. We invented the variable annuity

zation, speak to one of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

and helped popularize the very concept of stock investing for

(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak to one of your col-

retirement planning.

leagues. Find out why, when it comes to planning for tomor-

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers an impressive range of

row, great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
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The BG News
Classified
Ads

HEYSPORTSFANSII
Any students interested in getting involved with
sports radio, come (Din the Bowling Green
Radio Sports Organization al the new members meeting on Tuesday, Sepl 2 al 9 00pm m
West Hall Rooom 201

'RUSH SIGMA KAPPA'
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would Ilka lo
invite you lo a rush dinner on Tuee. Sept. 2
«> 5:00pm Any quest Ion. call 2-2385.
■RUSH SIGMA KAPPA'

UAO Open House

Sepl 3. 7 9pm

372-6977

Lenhan Ballroom
Free Foodl Free Admlssionl

TWO H—»ai OBI kao» htlyawpi nl nMww
tMdaonMi. <■<ncounfi diaKraTTiansMit** IBJSB-JI any
Bdivioaal or irovp on IDB b*M of no*. ■«. colca, ooad,
•ajlegMea. IMtlOMl iwijm. ee.u«J OMUUM. daMbll lt>.
MM M a ——ran, ot on ite law of any mhew Icpilly
praascfcd nu
Tai BO S—» ww ii flMn»bi>oa»dra,d*c«iriwM
tv RVMB aay atf-Mmaamanl wet aa ikoat found lo he
dabrauiy. l««A«g ai fsxru. ba«M. atukadmi or fatae

CAMPUS EVENTS
"MEN'S CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS"
SEPT. 2ND - SEPT. 5TH
3:45 - 6:00PM
WHERE? - FIELDS WESTSIOE OF FOOTBALL
STADIUM
MORE INFO: 353 1185 OR
352-45*5
ANYBODYLIKE MOVCSTI
If to. UAO'i Campus Films Committee
warns you Jo*n today and help choose the
sohaduls tor naxl samssler.
Get involved with
Sneak Pravies • scheduling - pubbaty
Ca» Matthew E Sayre. Campus Films
Director, at 372 2486 tor more Into
ATTENTION:Ushers needed tor UAO Campus
Films Committee i
Usher the movies and see them lor (reel
Committee members preferred.
Call Matthew E Sayre.
Campus Films Director, at 372-2486
for more into
Attention:
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Our llrst mooting Is on
September 3rd al 8:15pm
Meat al the west side ticket booth
ol the lootbail stadium

Join a comrmriee and
join the funl

SERVICES OFFERED
t CASH FOR COLLEGE f
GRANTS « SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
FROM PRIVATE 4 PUBLIC SECTORS
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. CALL NOW
1-a00-83a-695J.
Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
RAPID PRINTING
tag S. MAIN ST.
Ph. 352 9118 Fax 353-3442
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
For SM of your printing needs Rubber
stampe. custom Invitation.
SKYDtVE NOW" L0 minutes from 8.G.S.U.
1st lump courses every Sat. or Sun. Student A
group discounts. VISA A MC accepted
SKYDIVE BG • 352-5200

PERSONALS
ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES?l
If so. UAOS Campus Films Committee
wants you Join today and help choose the
schedule for next semester.
Gef involved with:
Sneak Previews - Scheduling - Publicity
Call Matthew E Sayre. Campus Films
Director, al 372-2486 tor more info.

AOIIAOII AOII
Welcome Backll
We're gong lo have a great semester i
AOII AOII AOII
AOII AOII AOII
The sisters of AOII are having a Luau on Tuee.,
Sept. 2 al 6 or 9pm. Bring ■ mend. Any questions call 2-2840. Coma sea what it's al
aboutlll
AOII AOII AOII
ATTENTION
Ushers needed tor UAO s Campus
Films Comnnnasl
Usher the movies and see them tor FREE I
Committee members preferred
Call Matthew E Sayre, Campus Films
Director at 372-2486, tor more into
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Children's Miracle Network Dance Maralhon
Sieemg Committee Applications are out'
Coma join the learn mat natps make miracles
happen m the lives ol children!
Applications can be picked up al rJu Dance
Maralhon Office in 450 Student Services. Due
back Sept. 15th.
OUESTKDNS?? Call 372-0530 and ask for
Amy, Juharme. Thad or Jasonl
Gat the scoop on Phi MUI
Stop by the house Wad. Sept. 3 or Thurs. Sepl.
4 & 9:15 and see what we're st about I
Questions?'Can 2 2750

Companion needed for deveiopmentally delayed mala adult Take to recreation center.
Walks, etc Must have experience with D D and
references te an hour - S hours a week Can
352-7143 attar 7pm,
KD ' RUSH' KD' RUSH' KD
Join the sisters ol Kappa Delta 'Hawaiian Style'
at our open rush Luau Wad. Sepl 3 © 9pm.
Grab a Mend and come to the KD house
across from Mac.

RUSH KAPPA DELTA
RUSH KAPPA DELTA
RUSH KAPPA DELTA
WANTED
Movers 1 Shakers to become USG Cassia
Senators and Off-Campus Senators Piswans
NOW AVAILABLE in 404 Student Services
Must be In by September 10. Spm

WANTED
RUSH ALPHA PHI

INTRAMURAL FIRST AIOERS NEEDED:
PCK UP APPLICATION M 130 PERRY
FELD HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT. 2.
QUALIFICATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD
FIRST AID OR COMMUNITY FIRST AD.
CURRENT CPR - AMERICAN RED CROSS
PROFESSIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION LEVEL C REQUIRED TO
COMPLETE A SHORT BLOODBORNE
PATHOGEN TRAINING COURSE AT TEH IM
OFFICE'S EXPENSE. MANOATORY MEETING, TUES SEPT. 2.6.00PM.

Come this week to see the very best ol ALPHA
PH. As the Ivy strengthens and seines, you'll
see how our friendship bmds
Come to the ALPHA PHI house on
Tuaa.Sept.2aigi5pm
Wed. Sept. 3 at 9 15pm
Thurs. Sept. 4 al 9:15pm

1 tomato sublessor needed immed 2 bdrm apL
cbso ID campus Call 364-6397
ChheBsn graduate student In private home.
352-2606
One female subleassr needed, own room.
dose to campus. Share with one other female.
t240rrno. . udt. 352 5269
Roommate needed ASAP. Own room and

RUSH ALPHA PHI

bathroom Nice. dean, quiet. Cat 353 3321
(Mho).

THE GREAT SEDUCTION:

Attention:
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Our first meting is on
September 3rd at 9:15pm
Meet al the west side ticket booth
ol the football stadium

The Effects of Media on Culture
A Visual Extravagansa and Lecture Presented by

Phoebe En

AXO HOUSEBOY INTERVIEWS AXO
The Alpha Chi's are looking for
a 1997-1998 houaeboy Interviews
will be bald at the Alpha Cfi
Omega house on Wednesday,
September 3 al 9:1 Spm. ft you have any
questions you can call the AXO housel
AXO HOUSEBOY INTERVIEWS AXO

September 11,1997
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
7:30 pm
FREE!

FREE T-SHIRT
.MOO
Credit Card fundraisers tor
fraternities, sororities 4 groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up lo $1000 by earning a
whopping SS.OO/vTSA application
Call 1 -800-932-0528 eit 65
OuallSed callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Qu—tiona??? Call 372-7164

Sporieca-ed By:

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Audibona
for
1987 1996

^

UNIVERSITY PERFORMING DANCERS
Thursday. Sept 4. 1987
eoopM
222 Eppler North
tor more into can 0 Tall at 2-6918

^%^

BG 24 News Firsl Meeting
The only TV News on Campus
9.00pm Wednesday
Sept. 3rd
121 West Hall
It you want a job in TV
You should attend

Pfl€Fs.m?iID Pt;Oipig'fiTJ:
Tackle one of the best apartments in Town
Extra Spacious Living-Awesome Locations-Exceptional Amenities

Bowling Green Men's • Women's Weler
Polo
Inkymasona meeting 9 30pm
Sept 3rd in Cooper Pool
Call Melissa 0 353-6182 tor more into

-,>—

.at FOX RUN-HAVEN HOUSE-BIRCHWOOD PLACE- PIEDMONT
^^ Close lo Campus-Large Bedrooms* Furmshed/Unturnished*Appliances
rjf "cjHiVj^Baih & i/2-X-Tra Storage-Sound Conditioned-Gas Heal.Otl-Sireet Parking
JEiVyy.-^LX^ See us for other locations 1 Bdrms, Etficiencias. Small Building Tmnplexes.
•A<^J1^^
Downtown Loft Apartments, 2,3 A 5 Bedroom Houses.
*■/.?■

Dan Horn - Acclaimed Ventriloquist
September S. 1887 8 9pm
Lenhan Ballroom
Admission Is Free!

Come See Us For A Full Listing of Locations and Properties
Preferred Properties S30 S. Maple St
419-352-9378

otfoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

The Perfect Job For Males And Females Who Want to
Work, Stay in Shape, and Have Fun!!
Starting Pay $ 8.50-9.00/hr.
Tuition assistance
Work 3 - 5 hours a day
5 days a week
6 payed holidays after 1 year of service

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, 9/10

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM

TUESDAY, 9/16

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM

SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS ARE NOT NEEDED

- Shifts to fit any schedule
Start Times
Night- 12:30 AM
Sunrise - 2:30 AM
Preload - 3:30 PM
Day - 2:00 PM
Twilight - 6:30 PM

The B(. News

page 14
Roommate needed, furnished apt on Froze*
Av© Can 352 9978

HELP WANTED
ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN
The Village o< Watxviile (4.700 population^
suburban community wtih oouncil-manaoaf
torm of government, is seeking an intern R> assist wfln technical admlrasiraDve protects.
Candidate* mutt work •ndependenOy and wrirv
Ih* pubbc in addibon to interpreting the laws
and regulations of the muniapaiity. The intern
will interact with staff and oounal oomminees
In the peel, interns neve used their experience
with the Village aa a stepping alone to a career
in municipal government
Salary $6 20 M 85 per hour; 20 to 30 hours
weekly. Exoellent wnnen and verbal communication skills; tire* years of college or university
courses with a major in political science, busi
nets, or public administration, or any equivalent combination of experience and (raining
which provides (he required Knowledge, skills
and aNhDes will be considered Send resume,
college (ranscnpi and three professional refer
ences 10 Ma Beth Cvermann. PO Box 140.25
N. 2nd St. Walerville. OH 43566 by Septem■er 12,1997. AAEEO.
ANYBOOYLIKE MOVIES'
ft so UAO's Campus Films Committee wants
you. Jom today and help choose the
schedule for next semester.
G*t involved with*
Sneak Previews ■ Scheduling - Publicity
Call Matthew E. Sayre. Campus Films
Director, at 372-2486 for more info

BABYSfTTER WANTED FOR 2 YR OLD
FOR OCCASIONAL EVENINGS
Musi be loving and reliable
Non smoker 372-2800 or
swortey€>bgnet
Babysiner needed my BG home Non-smoker.
Relief*noes please Reliable transportation a
musi T.R 11 00 - 2:30. Can 352-5579

Buckeye Budget Motor Inn * 352 1520
Part-time desk clerk needed midnight to 8am 2
shifts p*r week Some weekends, apply 8-4,
M-F.1740E WoosterSl BG.

Krogers Now Hiring
tor all positions
Looking tor friendly people
to work flexible hours.
Appty At
Krogers ' 1004 N Main

CHHDCAREFOR2YR OLD
W MY PE RRYSBURG HOME
Tues. and Thurt. plus
occasional evenings
Must be lovmg and reliable

Non-smoker 372 2809 or

please no phone calls
LOOKING

FOR YEAR-ROUND EMPLOY
ME NT
TIREOOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn 18 an hour 8 great banefiis
■ UPS
&gn up al 360 Sudani Services
for an appointment on Sapl. 5.1997
UPS it an E CO employe'

sworteylpbgnet
CnikJca/e needed in our Walerville home. TLC
for 2 A 4 yr. old. Reliabki car. ret req Call
410-878-4536.
Ciencal position - part-bm*. Candldai* needs
good communication skills, typing skills, experience with Mircosoft Word and interest in ft*
law. Send resume and a copy of class schedule lo Student Legal Services. 327 University
Umon. BGSU

looking tor Pan Tune Wor*'
Earn 18 an hour 8 groat benefits
al
UPS
Sign up al 360 Student Services
tor an appointment on Sapl. 5.1997
UPSisanE E.O Employer

Dancers - Now hiring for the
• 1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
D*iaVu4lO-S3l0O7O
Earn « Hundred* a Oay just mailing letters1
Complete Manual. Only $22 00. Order Tooayl
Send order to -• Manesta McFadden, Depi.M
71l2ForestHrllDr . St. Louis. MQ63i2i
EDUCATION CLERKyASSfSTANT
The Wood County Solid Was*) Distnct Office
will be accepting applications until 4:30p.m.. on
Wed . Sepi 10.1007. for the part-time parmanenl position of Education Clerk/Assistant.
Application packets will be available from tie
Solid Wast District Office, 440 East Poe Road,
Suit* #103, Bowling Green. OH 43402. Mon.
through Fn , 8.30AM to 4:30PM or call (410)
354-0207. $5 70 perhour (to increast to 16 08
upon completion of probationary period) Requirements High School diploma or G.E.D.
with secondary education course work in fie
environmental field or education Training or
experience in solid wash) managment is preferred Must posses a vahd State of Oho
Driver's License WOOO COUNTY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Mika'i Party Mart, S. Mam BG it teaking a
pan time alt dark. 15-22 hrsneeek tor new
storel Mull be friendly, neat, honetl. depends
We and avail, weekends. Apply 8-4 Tuea. ■ Fn
352-9259.
Mitcellaneout worker needed. Appro* 20 hrs
per week. Apply al Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Mon.-Fn. 8-4.
Morning A Lunch Prep A Delivery Pertonnel.
Apply DiBenederto'i 1432 E. Woosier M
Mon.-Fn.
Needed ohildcare - Penytburg area
Aget 3. 4 8 8 yr oldt. 2-8pm. 3 days a week
References/non-smoker. Call 872-5756

Now luring all posibona. FlenWe hrs. Compebve wages. Paid vacation & insurance Apply
al Pizza Hut 1131 Louisiana Ava Perrysburg.
OH

STUDENT
RECORDS

Painters lull and pan Dme posiions avail im
mad. Eip helpful 352-4265

Under the terms of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and
University policy on student records, Bowling
Green State University may disclose such
personally identifiable information from a
student's educational record as has been
designated to be directory information.

Ful 8 pt Dme exp dog groomers needed.
Good pay wibenefits. Send resume 8 rel. to
Sue Animal Medical Center 15028 US 22S E
FindlayOH45B40
Help Wanted Waitress pan-time, varied hrs..
experience helptui. apply between 2-4 MF.
Elka Lodge 200Campbell Hill Rd BG
Ind. warned lor pan lime help al Belmont Country Club in Perrysburg. OH. Duties include bag
shop 8 pro shop help Please cal 666-1472.
Ask lor Mike.
BGSU campua? Interested m working various
unskilled robs in assembly, packaging, ale?
Rale o' pay is $4 75 per hour. ($5 15 alter
9/1/97). Apply in person between the hours ol
Sam-Spm. Mon -Fn. al: Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc. 428 Clough Si BG 43402
Personal childcare giver in your own home
Mature reliable highly experienced, excellent
references A resume 352-7494.
Pi Time Babysiner needed in my home tor 2
children. Elem Ed. majors prelerred. Call
352 1346
Spnng Break '96 - Sell trips. Earn Cash A Go
Freelll Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers. Lowest rales
to Jamaica. Mexico A Florida. Call
1-800-648-4649
VAN DRIVER Pan lime position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages ol 21-65.
have e valid Onto driver's bcense and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to PO Box
738. Bowling Green OH 43402
Wanted 100 students. Lose 8-100 lbs. New
meiabolism breakthrough Dr. recommended,
guaranteed. S30 cost. Free gilt.
1 800 856 0916

Pan-time Student Employment
Are you looking tor part-time employment ol 1S
hours plus per week within walking distance lo

1993 Dodge Shadow Excel cond 2 dr.,
hatchback AM/FM stereo. Call 353-2148 or
email sean|@bgnet.bgsu edu
90 Ford Eacon Auto. Good condition. Asking
$1400 Call 354-6516 evenings
91 Honda Accord EX. 1 owner detailed mam
lance records, new Ores A CD player
353^)646
Chevy Nova '87 • ArC radio, cruise control
new alternator A exhaust. Great condition runs
axcelent $1900 obo Call 614-459-9923C
email anl|eff>bqnel bgsu edu
Cool wooden bar w' smoked glass table top
Mint condition Best offer 354-9707
Hide a bod couch $75
Must come get Cal 352-5587. talk B Steve
Power Macintosh 7100 PC with primer A
modem. Evening f 419 686 3795 $1100.
Small Ward's upright freezer $90. Cable ready
19" color TV $50. various beds, desks A dressers A a couch A kitchen table. Bob @
66»3393
Sola wtih matching loveseat, single sola, two
reclining chairs. Good condition
Call
655-3731.
Sturdy loft $120obo.
Ask tor Betty 353-2429

FOR RENT

■83 Yamaha Virago SOOcc
Near mxu saddlebags
$850 Cal 354 5053

A

1 A 2 bedroom apt avail, immed. All unl includ
Ph 352-1520
1 bdrm large turn. apt. al ubl ind except electric lights 352-7454

UNIVERSITY/COMMUNITY
Bowling Green
Summer Musical Theater la.
presents „,,_ ^ J ^

.-The,

317 N. Summit-Available immediately Large 4
BR. 2 bath house w/ basement. Must have
min. ol 4 unrelated people Rent collected
quarterly Sec. dep A parent guarantee Tenants pay all ubl Min. 12 mo. lease only Local
Owners Call 354-2854.
Check out the best kept housing secret in BG.
Ml. Vernon Apartments Clean. 2 bedroom,
furnished, balcony, dishwasher, ubl. provided!
on-tite manager. Can lor appointment
352-9909.
Large 3 bdrm. apt 453 S Prospect A No pets
Same Smith 352-8917. or 261-8298 (eel
phone).
Room avail m BG Home. Grad. male pre' Call
352 1631 or 354^701. leave message.
Roommate wanted. Close to campus. You pay
1247.50 Pels allowed. 353-2347
Subktaser needed 4? Summit Terrace apta. 1
bdrm, A/C, carpeted, transportation to and
from campua. Laundry laohtjes. and living
rm.furn avail @ a 1 time add. coal Call Sean
@ 352 6408

QQhfiOe
7*.
'B/otedotn ePolact
Alternative Clothing
e Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
e Imported Cigars e Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles e Glass Curios e Tapestries
e Slickers e Posters
e 200+Tees

445 E. Wooster

l^^IXJ

Music ^^™

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE!
Sat., Sept. 6 • 6:45 - 7:45 p.m. • Moore Musical Arts Center
Meet students, faculty and staft of the CMA
• learn about special events and programs • tour the facility
Sponsored by Pro Mvsica - Friends of Music at BGSU

To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory please submit
completed forms by:

Interested in Cheerleacliiig
Cheerleading Info
Night
September 9,10
9:00 pm 110BA
Mandatory For
Everyone
Must Attend One
of The Meetings
Interested in Cheerleading

Thursday
September^ 1997
5:00 p.m.
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to
the Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building or drop off
the form at one of the sites listed below.
Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Building,1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing

Off-Campus Local
Use this form only if Otf-Campus Local Address Change or Correction Is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.

El

student 10
Street

eases art I.I
Ado-1 Street

State

City

2 bdrm rum All unl. included except electric
lights. 352-7454

PRODUCTION

Tickets: $8, S10&S12

Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus
residence and telephone only.

Z*

Signature and Date

1984 Lebaron Convert Good cond. For into
call 373 0044.

office oo«n weikdayi. noon to 6 p.m. for information. (419) 172-8171 or (»00) S89-2224

Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number will be
printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory.

•leveled August 1SS6

owner $1500

September 5 & 6
All shows 8 p.m.
College of Musical Arts, BGSU
Kobacker Hall

Attention Off-Campus Students

Address Change Form

84 Buick Century Exccond 1
or Dosl pier 352 0705

1 bdrm. senior-grad $410
2 bdrm. senior-grad. $515
Furn. - unlurn. Highland Management
354 «Q6

(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306

Book, music A lyrics by Meredith Willson

Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable
information as directory information. If a
student exercises this right, directory
information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by law
and University policy. Students choosing to
exercise their rights respecting withholding
directory information should contact In
person the Office of the Vice President for
Student Aflalrs by 5 p.m., Wednesday,
September 3, 1997.

T.le.hene

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free information. Call 410 347 1475

FOR SALE

New Restaurant. Maggie'l Family Restaurant
2S481 N. Dime Hwy. Now hiring All positions
Please call tor an appointment 874-1543
Now accepting applications at Pagiiai's Pizza.
945 S. Main. Variety of positions Apply in person?-4pmM F

Tuesday, September 2. 1997

Bowling Grt*n State University
Oil ice of Registration and Records

i

The Air Force has a
PILOT
SHORTAGE!
Any Student with 3 or
more years left at
Bowling Green State
University is eligible for
the opportunity to go to
pilot training. Air Force
ROTC has a lot to offer
and it may be for you.
A meeting for anyone
interested will be held
on 4 Sept, 1997 in
Memorial Hall room
260 from 1:00-2:00.
Hope to see you there!

* Vision requirements*
20/50 correctable to
20/20.

